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D u ty O f A n y
R ifle is T o ; *ioot Straight
T h e things that distinguish R em m gton-U M C Dip Game Rifle*
horn all others of their class are certain :mdamental refinement*
invented and used exclusively by tire Remington Arms-Union
Metallic Cartridge om pany.
H ig h P o w e r Slide Action R e p e a t e r s with the hunow Rem*
in jton -U M C Slide Aclion teaturs: Six shot; l-Unimerjea; 22 inch
Ordnance Steel Barrc|, patented qnick-ac
Straight Bar Hear
Sight »nd new druisn Copper bead Front Si'jht. Chambered roi .*3
Remington. J O Remington, J 2 R e curs ton and 3 5 Remington
cartridges, j —.
' - —2"
A u t o l o a d i n g R i f le * — Five »hob at one trailing—you simply preaa
Ker for each *hot.
Automatically
cto emptier end loads

&

Breech; Hammeriesai Puritive Safety Device; Chambered fa* .25
BRem ington. 3 0 Remington, .3 2 * Remington and .35 Remington
cartridge*—and the new .22 calibre I tesnington-UMC Autoload*
ing Rifle, shooting the .22 Remington Autoloading Cartridge.
Look for the dealer who di-plays tlie Red Ball Mark o f Remington.
BM C. H e has there Ren icaton-U M C Rifles in slock now.
or can get them for you.
T o keep your gun cleaned and lubricated
rtghl, use Rem 0 3 . the new
powder solvent, rust
neventativ'e. and gun

One of the Finest Appointed Resort Hotels in Jhe State o f RJ^ine

Center o f the best Trout and Salmon Fishing
GOLF

; TENNIS,

MUSIC, BOATING, BATHING, AUTOING

Write for Booklet that will tell You all about it."

HU
V ^

RemifXtun Arms-1 nion Metallic Cartridjs Co.
2'*. K roidviav

N e w Y o r k C ity

G R A N T ’S C A M P S ,
K E N N E B A G O , M A IN E .
Will open for Fishermen and Tourists when the ice leaves the lakes.
We can offer you the best fishing to be had in Maine. Log cabins with
bath. Write for information, train service etc.
ED GRANT & SON CO.

| R A N G E LE Y LAK ES H O T E L R a n g e l e y , Maine
»n w m w n w m t H w m M V H v w w w v w w i v w H W W H w m t v .
SE A SO N OF

1914

Ticflvttnttl Camps'. Rock ^ire-places. Fly.and Bait Fishing, Lake and Stream Fisli*
’m g for Trdutr.

Telfeph'onu.

D&ily M&il.

'White for, Booklet.

JULIAN i d VILES & SON, Tim, Franklin Co., Maine.
B A L D M O U N T A IN C A M P S

o u n tain
» al«* MM
ai n e

U U-l M nin: rin Cam-K are situated at the f >ot of Bald Mountain on MooselookmeZ untie Lake. Near the best fishing trroun Is, First class st*---imb >at connections— Auto
road to camps— Telephone connections—T w o mails daily—W rite for free circular.
AMOS ELLIS, Prop'r.,
Bald Mountain,' Maine

MUCH INTEREST
TAKEN IN GOLF

ANOTHER GREAT
GAME OF BALL
The Mooselookmeguntic Boys Lose
by Only One Score.

FISH AND GAME

(Speciail to Maine Woods.)
The commissioners of inland fishRangeley, August 19.—In one of
eries and game are sending out the i the best matches ever played on our
-----------following notices to be posted on the; polo grounds), the Rangeley
Lake
Burrows Again Elected President Hoyt 4nd Sanford brooks, on which [House boys came out ahead over the
the close time will take effect next, Mooselookjneguntic boys 7 to 6. LemL A K E W O O D G A M P S , Middledam, M a i n e
$ and Treasurer of the RangeSaturday:
ieux: the new port sider of the Lake
For
a
period
of
four
years
from
House out-twirled Lavisque, while
One of the best all around fishing and hunting camps in the Rangeleys. Lake
ley Golf Club.
August loth, A. D., 1914, it shall be i Aube’s daring work at the plate cut
Pond and Stream fishing ail near the camps. The five mile river affords the best c l t
fly-fishing. Camps with or without bath room. For particulars write for free circular to $
unlawful fbr any person to fish for1;0ff five 0f Hie visitors’ runs.
HenCapt. E. F. COBURN, Middledam, Maine.
:
(Spec.
to i a ne
oo s.
take catch or kill any kind of fish ! dri,ckson starred for the
Landing
Rangeley, August 19. On Monday pt any time in H o n brook, so-called, boys but Burns -and O’Brien had an
evening the Rangeley Golf Oluh lieldjin the towns o£ Belgrade, Mount Ver-toff day.
Tilney played a
great
its annual election at officers. H. M.;IK,n aJld Readfield> or in Sanford j garae at the third corner and Wood
Burrows was again elected as Ppes*‘ i brook, sc.caJled in the towns of Bel-|cut off two runs by a great stop and
BLAK ESLEE LAKE G A M PS
ent and treasu*er, *-- - piesu ^ni, grade and Manchester, in the coun-jhas double won the game.
Tingley,
f.
On head waters of famous Spencer Stream near Blakeslee Lake. **’ 1
aron
ams, secre a n ,
•
ty cl Kennebec., from August lotli^j (Jriaihiaan and Marble were great fly
Best Trout and Salmon Fishing, both lake and stream. Salmon up to 4 v pier.
The committies are to be of each year until the iice is out qf, chasers, the latter nipping a Moo.sepounds in size. New Camps. Open Fireplaces. Write for booklet.
appointed by the president.
I said brooks the following spring.
! Iookmeguntic rally in the hud by a
JOSEPH H. W HITE, Proprietor,
Eustis, Maine
The Rangeley Golf course that now
it shall also he unlawful for any great catch.
Dodge and Emmons
has nine holes, is one of the best in person +o have in possession any were, there with the fielding sensaMaine and many of the best players kind cl fish taken in violation
°f i tions.
in New England are seen on the these regulations.
!
'
__________________
links.
*
j\
------ —i—

1 Mountain View House

GREAT FISHING
AT JONES’ CAMPS

These pleasant mornings it is not
The commissioners will give a pubuncommon to see 75 players
start lie hearing at 2 p. m. Wednesday,
outi, fo r they come from all the hotels Aug. 26, at the
Check-ley
house,
For further particulars write or address
and camps in this section to enjoy Prout’s Neck, Scarboro, on a peyttbe sport of following the ball over ion from the citizens of that section,
the green.
{ many
of them members of the
Catch Seven Trout Weighing Ten
The handsome silver cups that are Frout s Nock Association for Presbeing won will be taken to the ervation of Birds, asking that Prout’s
Pounds— Lady Sees Bear.
homes of many a Lover of this beau- ^ ech he closed to hunting The pe
H M V /a U V W W W U H U H H H V B V W H V H H iH H H W H W H U W
tiiful spot, as a reminder of “ happy tltioners state that the region is oc
(Special Correspondence.)
cupied by the usual insectivorous
B I L L Y S O U L E 'S N E W C A M P S
days at Range-ley.’’
It is great fishing at Jones’ camps.
song birds, gulls, herons and game
Home Camp. Ox B o w ;
L ak e M illmag-assett, M aine. Log,- Cabins
Saturday, August 15, Dr. Bandler
and
shore birds that are being
Best of Fly Fishing and Trolling for Large Trout, Salmon and Brook Trout.
which
and Paul Victorius of New York took
<► The Men’s Championship
«► was played Monday, Tuesday
Moose, JDeer. Bear, Partridges and Duck.
and exterminated, that the petitioners seven trout at Alder Stream, weighing
<►
Telegraph to Masar.dis,
Phone to Ox Bow
W rite to
I> Wednesday was watched with unus- *ast year expended $610 oi their own ten pounds. The largest one was taken
Via Fort Kent Divisiou, Bangor & Aroostook R. R.
Yours Eternally,
B I L L Y SOULE. Z ual interest by two or three hundred; mone-v in GXcesf of the state aIIow‘ by Mr. Victorins after a hard fight and
Formerly at Pleasant Island Camps, Cupsuptic, Rangeley Lakes.
The following were the first) ance in removing and destroying some excitement.
It weighed two
V people.
sixteen:
Dr. Kelley, R. C. ’ Heyl, brown-tail and caterpillar nests a>nd |potmds. This is the largest trout he
Jr., Mr. Dodge, C. D. King,
Mr. j as the birds are th« natural foes of ever caught.
Sneeker, Mr. Synnott, Kenneth
A. tlie§.e pests they should be. protectMany good catches have been made
the past week.
Wood, Jay Jones, Carol Marble, H. ed.
The proposed regulations follow:
Several guests will arrive Tuesday
M. Burrows, Mr. I [iighley, Prof. NehSection 1.
It shall be unlawful j next.
er, Mr. Walsetj, Mr. Piercy, Luther
<5 Wood and Dr. Bedell.
i tor any Pers011 at ariy tim0
tant- Mrs. Herbert Pierce while raspberryOn
Wednesday
the
ohampionsMoj'
Pursueshoot
at
or
kI1>
any
wll(1
an‘ ing near the hatchery last week, saw a
This wonderful fishing and vacation section is situated on a
wajs between Jay Jones and Lutberi fmal or any Bame or otller 'vlkl Wrd large bear.

Mountain View* Maine

L. E. BOWLEY,
Mountain View,»
*
*

Maine.

RANGELEY LAKES AND
DEAD RIVER REGION

high tableland in

N O R T H -W E S T E R N M AIN E
with an ideal climate for the summer vacationist, being situated approximately
2,000 feet above the sea level, with magnificent mountain scenery, pure springwater, snvigorating air; with the best o f accommodations at moderate prices,
from the modest and comfortable log cabin to the palatial and fashionable hotel, with its popular outdoor sports; and entertainments and concerts for those
preferring this class of amusement.
g

The SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY LAKES RAILROAD
Issues a descriptive booklet of this territory, containing- map of entire region, which will be furn
ished upon application to

F. N. BEAL,

General Passenger Agent,

Phillips, Maine,

Wood and it tos with great interest! ou Prout's Nack- a°-°aIled- In the
A Prolonged Effort.
the crowd watched every movement ot town of Scarborough, county of Cum
beHand, for a period of four years
“ She says °'he writes her husband a
the players as they struck the ball
few words every day.” “ I never see
from September 15tli, A. Du, 1914.
and all loudly cheered for Mr. Jones
Section 2.
During the same per hpr mail any cards or letters to him.”
as lie won, but Mr. Wood
proved
“ She’s working cn one of those letters
{ himself a good player and without iod it shall also be unlawful for any
it takes a long time to finish.”
|
person to have in possession any|
doubt will win championships in the
bird or animal taken in violation of
future.
the
provisions of these regulations.
The beautiful ’ large silver cup for
this championship was presented by
Maine Woods Ads. Pay Best Be
the Rangeley Lake House. Next week cause It Reaches the People You and moths wanted for colleges
j comes the Ladies’ Championship.
Want for Customers.
Try It.

BUTTERFLIES

M A I N E W O O D S , P H I L L I P S , M A IN E ,
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Recent arrivals at the Bow have
instructive entertainment was given at Clease; Boston, Reginald Clark; Brook
been
many. They are: D. M. Gross
the Congregational church to increase lyn, John Grieble.
of New York;
G. W. Freeman, of
the fund for the pipe organ, in the form
Hon. C. A. Knight, Mrs. Knight and
Worcester, Mass.;
John S. Niles,
of a lecture piano recital by Mr. Her daughter, Catherine, of Gardiner were
Carbondale, Pa.; R. M. Snyder and
bert Stanley Sammond, assisted by week-end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. King of Philadel
Mrs. George H. Lomas, contralto and Coburn.
C. W. Arey, violinist. Selections were Ira Masterman and Mrs. Flossie Mas Terrific Electrical Shower Visits phia; Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Cooke, Ger
Pleasing and Instructive Entertain given from Schumann, Tschark,onsky, terman Mclntire are occupying Scammantown, Pa.; Mr. and Mrs. KepMacDowell, Beethoven, Godard, Doork man’ s Log Cabin.
ple Hall, Dayton, Ohio; and Stewart
Ox
Bow.
ment at Church— Mrs. Decker
and Grieg. The features were the So
N. Dunning, Hartford, Conn.
Two
Rev. J. P. Barrett of West Farmingnata in A Flat, showing the wonderful ton and Rev. T. A. Billington of North
sports
are
due
at
Billy’s
on
Wednes
Gives Dancing Party.
variety in themes; Gounod’s Ave Maria Abington, Mass., assisted at the serv To the Editor o f M a in * W oodi:
day, and the Kent party from Brook
(to demonstrate hat Gounod did with ices at the Union church Sunday.
Ox Bow, Aug 10.—An
electrical line, Mass, will arrive next Saturday
what in its original f%
orm was a prelude
Sunday morning at the Congrega. storm, accompanied by
(Special Correspondence)
torrential for a long stay at Lake Millmagasto a prayer) seems almost like a finger tional church Rev. E. R. Smith of Con
rain,
pasfeed
over
the
Bow
about
11 sett in one of Billy’s new log cabins.
Weld, August 17, 1914.—Frederick exercise; the reading of Longfellow’ s
cord, N. H., preached a missionary
o ’clock last Friday night, going from Your scribe has that great pleasure
Wardrop of Boston spent the week end “ The Launching of the Ship,” by Rev.
sermon and Mrs. George H. Lomas
south-west to north-east. A t the cli- in prospect,, probably for the fly
with Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Root at Lake C. L. Woodworth; Dvorak’s Humor
sang two solos. In the evening Rev.
maxi,
a ball of fire shot past and fishing in early September. The mer
View Camp.
esque, in which the folk song “ The Old John F. Vickert of Providence had for
Guests at Mt. Blue cottage are Mr. Folks at Home,” is blended with the his subject, “ The Biggest Thing in the close to our camp, striking a tall cury stands at SO degrees as av©
a perfect calm
prevails,
and Mrs. Burrowes, Mr. and Mrs. first theme the second time it occurs, World.” The music for the evening poplar about 50 feet from Walter write;
Cummings o f Portland, and Miss Mar sung by Mrs. Lomas, with a violin obli was furnished by a male quartet com D. Hines’ camp loosening the whole and the mountains and ridges are
jorie McKay of Boston.
gato by Mr. Arey, and themes sugges posed of Messrs. Coburn, Palmer and bark, tearing off a strip eight covered from sight with a thick veil
Potatoes ar&
Miss Gladys Dutton of Springvale has ted by Nature’s sounds, and their ans Welch and George H. Lomas assisted inches wide and scattering the pieces of vapor and smoke.
Mr. Hines, his standing up to duty manfully; oats,
been the guest of Miss Ruth Austin at j wers, by Mr. Sammond. About $40- by his son, George B. Lomas, ten years all about the yard.
son Walter., Miss Anna
Wagg and ditto; hay all garnered in in the
were added to the organ fund, and the of age, gave piano selections.
Camp Bedlam.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Russell of Farm large audience of summer and towns
Frank
Lynch,
who
were
in
the best of condition; prices of all food
Recent guests at The Maples are:
ington visited relatives for a few days people, testified to the appreciation of Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Crosman, Leonard camp were seriously shocked and one. stuffs are soaring and the prospect is.
ar&
the assistance of the summer visitors Crosman, Lisbon Falls; Mr. and Mrs. of their dogs as well, but to-day are that farmers of Aroostook
last week.
George A. Russell, Miss Millett, Mrs. who are helping so much to make Weld O. B. Ingalls, Pejepscot Falls; Edward none the worse for their
sudden in for the rewards of a most pros
Sewall Hawes and Miss Hawes of Read- an attractive place to spend the sum Wolf and chauffeur, Mrs. Edward fright.
In Billy’s camp, about 100 perous season. W e hope they will
field, were guests of relatives for a few mer.
Wolf, Philadelphia; Mrs. Ben Wolf, feet from the smitten tree,
there not be disappointed by the final res
days recently.
Mrs. John Decker gave a dance at New York; George Carpenter, Mr. and was great excitement for a while. ult.
Mrs. Arthur Thompson and son Don her home Thursday evening in honor Mrs. J. F. Hough, Phillips; Paul Hodg
Yours cordially,
Mrs. Billy was at the window lower
ald of Thompsonville, Conn., are the
J. C. Hartsliorne.
f Mr3' Harris who is staying with her. kins, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hodgkins; ing the shades and was temporarily
guests of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Kathlene M. Hodgkins, Temple.
P. S. No signs yet of a new
blinded
and
not
a
little
hysterical
The
guests
danced
in
the
barn
which
Barber Masterman for a few weeks.
At the Double Decker for two weeks when the bolt exploded.
Your hum bridge over the Umcolcus.
was artistically decorated with ferns,
Last week was a real gala week in
are
Clayton Brackett, Mrs. Ver- ble scribe was also at a south windo
banks of pine and ground pine. Among
the village. Tuesday evening the Weld
those present were Miss Rosella Har rill, Mrs. Dyer and two children, Mrs. as the bolt passed by and his right PAC IFIC COAST TR A P S H O O TE R S
Dramatic club gave ‘ ‘The District
low, Cambridge; Mrs. Rogers and Miss James Otis Kaler and two boys, Miss i arm is hardly in normal condition
SHOW T H E IR M E T T L E .
School at Blueberry Corners,” at the
Broadnack, Jacksonville, Fla.; Mrs. Lizzie Scamman and Atwood Brackett, i yet.
Grange hall, before a large and appre
all
of
South
Portland,
relatives
of
R.
E.
and Miss Spanhcffd, Washington, D.
The tree was split from top to
ciative audience. The Club was organ,
Scamman.
Known as one of the classic trap
bottom, up and down the crack are
ized the past winter with the idea in |C .; Mrs. T. K. Spencer, Boston; Dr.
Frank
Cole,
Mrs.
Cole
and
daughter
shooting events of America, the Pa
and
Mrs.
C.
A.
Bigler,
Philadelphia;
mind that eventually Weld village may
of North Jay are at Shady Nook for numerous splinters, some of them cific Coast Handicap, which
was
have a town hall, and the money made Teddy Riggs, Newark, N. J.; Miss two weeks.
three feet long, giving the trunks bar
West
and
Parsons
West,
Montclair;
held
at
Portland,
Oregon,
last
month,
at the play and old-fashioned dance that
of bark, a very unique
appearance.
was fully up to its standard in ev
followed, amounting to about $30, will John Harlow, Cambridge, and many
The electric juice passed into the
ery way,, though the shooters faced
go towards that object and it is hoped others.
ground
along
a
large
root
which
ran
Last week 20 boys and counsellors
very windy conditions. Frank Van
that these plans will materialize before
directly toward the Hines camp; this
from Camp Maranacook, Readfield,
Atta, of Vancouver, Washington, car
many years.
root was also stripped of hark or
Willis
H.
Morgan,
director,
passed
ried off the honors in the Prelimin
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sewall and son of
outer shell.
The tree was
full of
Boston have been staying at J. P. Max through the village to camp at the foot
ary Handicap, shooting a Remington
sap, and there was no sign of burn
of Tumbledown for a week. The coun
well’ s for the past ten days.
pump gun and Nitro Club speed
ing.
Your scribe passed through a
sellors
are
Chandler
Bennett,
SpringMrs. Philip Stubbs and son Robert of
H. V. Schieren of Brooklyn, N. Y..
shells for a score of 90 out of 100.
Strong spent a day with Mrs. J. P. field, Mass.; Robert Horner, Miles says in sending in his subscription to similar experience at Lake View near The high amateur average for the
Hapgood, William Howard, Hartford, Maine Woods “ If I cannot get up to Lowell, Mass., where a pine tree aMaxwell last week.
three days tournament was won by
was
A. E. Jones of Topeka, Kansas, Mr. Conn.; Fred Donnelly, Trenton; Law Maine as often as I would like, I can bout 100 feet from our camp
a Portland man, J. L. D.
Morrison,
and Mrs. W. L. Jones and W. S. Love- rence Clark, Boston; R. A. Dunlap, have Maine Woods once a week whieh torn open, though the effect on our who used the same ammunition as
nerves was not so violent as in this
joy of Strong, were the guests of their Windsor Locks, Conn.; Edward Her- is surely the next best thing.
Mr. Van Atta and broke 325 out o f
case.
Both were too terrifying ever
cousin, Mrs. A. D. Russell, Thursday. sey, Providence; and Harry Wyman,
350
targets. H. E. Wihlon,. of Gres
There’s no doubt
Horatio Bellows of Providence, ar chef. The boys in the camp are from IN V E S T IN M A IN E W IT H ASSUR to be forgotten.
ham,
Oregon, captured one of the
Springfield,
Mass.,
Robert
Baldwin,
rived Friday to spend a week with his
but that the Dog Star is onto his
ANCE OF RETURNS.
most desired prizes of the meet, the
Edward Baldwin and Russell Whittier;
family at Glen cottage.
job; the atmosphere has been sur
Chingren Trophy, shooting, under an
Mr. Tripp of Providence is the guest Hartford, Conn., Cedric Foster, Paul
charged with vapor for several daya,
48
of his daughter, Mrs. R. 0 . Dummer. Godard, Charles Taylor and James Tay
“ 1 am thoroughly in accord with this and on the day of the great storm 18-yard handicap and breaking
Mr. and Mrs. R. 0. Wing and daugh lor; Buffalo, N. Y., Miles Hayden^ (Develop Maine Movement) and am was exceedingly oppressive and de out of 50 birds with a Remington
shells.
ter, Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Leavitt and Providence; Harry Blake, Mark Jewel, positive that anyone can invest here pressive, breeding electricity till the pump gun and Nitro Club
Last year Mr. Wihlon was rated
four sons, all of Livermore Falls, were Marden Platt; Winchester, Robert But- with as great an assurance of returns
crash came.
No damage to life or
first among Oregon trapsliooters in
guests of the Sturtevants at their camp, terworth and Clarence Ward; Brook as in any other state, “ writes one of
property by electricity has ever been
line,
Lawrence
and
Leland
Foster;
St.
Recreation, for the day Thursday.
Maine’ s leading civil engineers. As an
the
Interstate Association's official
recorded at the Bow; and we hope
On Wednesday evening a unique and Louis, Fern Hollis; Quincy, Mass., Roy engineer I have explored large portions
averages, his record for the season
and pray that the good record will
of northern and eastern Maine and can
being a percentage of .9292.
point out unnumbered places where de be, in years to come,— “ Same as last
year.”
velopment work would pay handsome
FISH AND GAME C O M M IS SIO N
Through the whole fearful
bom
ly.” This is the testimony of a man
who knows. It agrees perfectly with bardment Capt. Billy was as cool as
the testimony of hundreds of others a cucumber, with a lady hanging on
The members of the Fish and Game
who have had an opportunity to make to him on each side, while his young Commission held its first meeting
investigation.
daughter Graces
slept peacefully on Monday, August 3. with Chairman
The Develop Maine Movement was through it all.
To be in the fashion Harry B. Austin o f Phillips in the
organized at the instigation of commer we are beginning to have auto acci chair, Commissioners Blaine S. Viles
cial travellers for the purpose of devel dents.
Last Thursday
-afternoon, and Walter I. Neal also being pres
oping Maine’s agricultural, mineral, in Wm. Atkins of Ox Bow, while com ent The time Avas devoted to rout
dustrial, timber, power and maritime ing in from Masardis in his auto ine matters1.
resources.
It will accomplish these was met and -run into by Doctor
Commissioner Neal said the people
things by establishing an information Williams of Houlton. Mr. Atkins
on the train on which he Avas com
bureau that will gather all the facts
had pulled far out on the right side, ing from Belgrade Monday morning
and disseminate them among the busi
but the young man driving the Doc-' between North Belgrade and Bel
ness men in the big financial centers;
tor’s car hogged the whole roadway, grade stations were surprised and
employ an expert business- getter who
so the collision was inevitable. That) excited over the appearance of a
will drive home Maine’s arguments
beside
the
that the State offers the best opportu was the verdict which eight or ten’ handsome buck deer
viewing
nity in the country for investment; and gentlemen rendered after
track.
He Avas a fine specimen
will arouse the people to the necessity the scene soon after the smash. Mr.! and the Avay he leaped the tall fence
of “ boosting” for every man who tries Atkin’s machine was damaged at and sped aAvay made the eyes o f
$200
worth
of repairs; !
to do something for the good of his least
the fortunate passengers snap with
slight
State. Of these three fields of endeav Dr. Williams’ auto was
astonishment and delight.
or, the last, the awakening of the ly hurt on one side, and he hasteiv
Mr. Neal passed Sunday at Bel
“ booster spirit” is deemed the most ed off saying. “ When I have repairs grade Lakes and he said, b y the
Sev Avay, that the white perch fishing
important. Once that is accomplished, made, I’lll send you the bill.’
the other two will be very easy of ac eral witnesses think he’ll have a 1
there has been and is something int
complishment.
hard time collecting it.
It is said
ense.
Splendid catches of splend
What good will this Movement do the that the young man wanted the doc-!
id fish is the daily report and many
ordinary farmer? It will increase the tor himself to drive but that he re-]
value of his farm so that it will sell for fused to do so. So much the worse j v is ito r s are taking the benefit of it.
more. It will build up the towns near for his case.
him so that he will have a better mar
The Weight of Thine Acts.
The words we speak and the things
ket. It will open up new crop fields.
we do today may seem to be lost,
The increased business will make better
but in the great final revealing the
railroad accommodations come more
smallest of»them will appear.—LowelL
quickly. The increase in population

“ BILLY” COOL AS
A CUCUMBER

CAMPING AT
TUMBLEDOWN

MAINE WOODS
THE NEXT BEST

Join the Band

of

Pleasure

Seekers

who

write us for accurate inf or-

mation about Camps, Hotels
and

recreation

Maine.

resorts

of

It costs'you nothing.

Write to-day

Maine Information Bureau
Phillips

-

Maine

will bring good roads sooner by many
years. It will help to protect him in
the big city markets and open up for
eign markets. A dollar invested in a
membership in this Movement is a
sound investment. It has the hearty
endorsement of the master and lecturer
of the State Grange as wed as of hun
dreds of o.her Grangers.
If you want to join and don’ t know
who your local representative is, send
the fee of $1.00 to W. E. Lawry, treas
urer, Box 374, Augusta, Me. He will
send you a membership certificate by
return mail.

■ FAMOUS

BACKWOODS
FAIRY TALES

TAXIDERMISTS
(J. VV. PICK KI,,
TAXIDERMIST
rValer in Sporting Goods. Fishing: T ackle,
Indian Moccasins, Baskets and Souvenirs.
R A N G E LE Y.
.
.
.
M A IN E

Ed Grant. Braver Pond Camps
New reading: matter, interesting.
The first edition was exhausted much sooner
than we expected ard the popular denial d w a s 1
ao great for a second edition that we published !
®n enlarged and improved edition to be sold by
mail (postpaid) at the low price named.
Twelve cents, postpaid. Stamps accepted.

J. W. BRACKETT CO ,
Phillips, Me.

“ Monmout h Moccasins”
They are made for
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
Known the world over for excel
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.

M. L. UETCHELL CO.,
Monmouth,

.

.

.

Mai ne

M A I N E W O O D S , P H I L L I P S , M A IN E ,

CARD PARTY
ENTERTAINED

fort of visitors.
Rooms have been fitted up in a
quiet location at the extreme end
of the annex to the Poland
Spring
House,
expensive machinery has
been provided, and a physician and
attendants put in charge.
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HAVE THRILLING
PARTY TAKES TRIP
BEAR ADVENTURE
ACROSS THE LINE
The Shaker Sisters of Sabbath Day

week’s stay, left this afternoon for
a few days at York Camps, Loon
Lake.

Lake with their pretty hand made
articles when here on Wednesday
Madam Bruin Puts Up Good Fight.
Hydrotherapeutic Treatment Facil
were most kindly greeted and found
Everybody Declares the Fishing to
ities Installed.
At present there are two treatment a sale for many of their things.
The Oquossoc corresopndent
in
Be Good.
Two young ladies from New York
rooms and a rest room.
One of the
Lewiston Sun says:
When
Fred>,
former contains an electric light Miss Herlick and Miss DeSabey came Watkijison, of Cupsuptiq, and S. S.
(Special Correspondence.)
several
cabinet for electric baths, while the Thursday for a stay of
Lockyear, of Berlin, N. H., surveyors
(Special Correspondence.)
Poland Spring,, Me.,
Saturday, other which has cement floor
and weeks.
of forestry for the Berlin Mills Com
Mooselookmeguutic House, Haines
August 15.—“ A hurricane of delight” walls is equipped with the machinery
James H. Hart of Brooklyn, N. Y „ pany, came out of the big woods the
Landing, Aug. 16.—The past week
is the way one participant charact for a variety of baths and hydro- accompanied by his four daughters
last of the week, they brought a more guests thau ever before have
erized the dansant on the
putting therapeutic treatments, and includes and grand daughter, Misses Ellen M.,
thrilling story of their fight with a been enjoying life at this hotel and
green at the Poland Spring this week. a control table of thermometers and Adlaide P., Lauribel Hart, Mrs. Clara
she-bear with two cubs, in which there is a prospect for a full house
The large orchestra playing on the gauges to regulate the pressure and Hart Bow and daughter Miss Emily
both narrowly escaped with their If or the next month.
veranda furnished excellent
music temperature of baths.
Bow, who have been for the past lives.
The two men were in Aider i
Everyone was sorry to say good
for dancers in the ball, room of the
Among the treatments given are six weeks in Maine, arrived
here Stream Town, in the Dead River re-1 bye
t0 Jame3 Cameron> better knoTO
hotel and on the canvas carpeted electric light baths, Nauheim
baths, Thursday and are much pleased with
gion, and had that morning broken, as „ tie JoUjr Kilty. „ wSo tlll3 week
green without at the same
time, high frequency treatment, medicated the place and declares it is the most
camp at Alder Stream Pond, where returned t0 bis home ln
Portiana
and many of them alternately danced baths, pine needle baths, oxygen beautiful spot they have yet found.
they had been mapping out land for after a stay of six weeks,
during
on the polished floor and over the baths and electrical treatments, etc.,
James H. Peckham of Boston was the company.
Each man was laden which time he has added much to
canvas with equal zest.
Many New salt massage, shower bath, needle a week end guest.
with a heavy pack basket and both the pleasure of all.
York people were among the most bath, Vichy
douche, rain douche,
Mrs. Richard Katz and son Richard baskets were locked.
In the bottom
To-day T. S. Farhood of
New
zealous devotees who enjoyed
the Scotch douche, local
and general Jr., and daughter, Miss Margery H.
of one, neither knew' which, safely York, who has for a number of years
occasion.
Mr . and Mrs.
Porter massage and Swedish movements, Katz of New York have taken one of
reposed a Luger automatic
pistol; been an annual comer to this re
Clyde Shannon, Mr. Prescott Gard salt rubs, and shampoo rubs.
the camps and plan to remain until while Watkinson carried a
short gion, bringing with him the most
ner, Mr. and Mrs. Irving Schmelzel,
Many of these
treatments and the first of October.
handled camp axe. Watkinson, who beautiful laces and embroideries from
Mr: and Mrs. Frank Pearson, Misses baths have long been famous in for
Dr. Lucy Jane O’Connell accom saw the bear first as she ran down
far away lands, was welcomed by old
Dorothy and Helen Engor., Miss Alice eign countries.
They may now be panied by her mother, Mrs. Anna S.
a hill, called:
“ Hi Scott, see the friends.
Mr. Farhood is accompan
Guernsey, Miss M. C. Royes, Mr. and obtained at Poland Spring with ex O’ Connell of Lewiston and friend
bear,” as he gave chase with the ied this trip by his bride, a beautiful
Mrs. W. B. Hicks, Miss S. Blackford actly the same results to the system Mrs. Julia E. Miller of Wintlirop hav«
axe», just for the fun of the thing, and charming girl from Syria
his
and Miss Rochester were prominent that are obtained in Europe.
For taken room at this hotel for a. stay
expecting, so he says, that she w'ould native home, whom Mr. Farhood lias
among them.
example, the Nauheim batli can now of several weeks.
act like others which he had met and
In the card rooms, Miss K. V. be taken as well as Poland Spring
On Saturday afternoon in
the run the other way, much faster than traveled thousands of miles to wed,
and they were most fortunate
in
as
at
Bad-Nauheim.
Carbonic
acid
Barnum of Brooklyn recently enter
music room from 3 to 6 o'clock a he could go himself.
But instead of
tained thirty of her friends at a is introduced with the water in the most delightful party was given to this the unexpected happened and reaching America the week war was
very pretty party.
Winners of same proportion as it exists in the the children to which all the guests she rushed at the men in a perfect declared.
Everybody says the fishing is good
prizes were Mrs. M. M, Singer, Mr. water of that famous spa, and the were invited.
The children, about -ury.
i ft | *
and everybody brings in a good num
J. L. Porten. Mrs. C. L.
Holbrook, effects are in every respect the same 20 in number, came looking “ too
The affair took place in a gully, ber for the fry pan but Mrs. W. E.
pretty for anything’’ and their moth in one end of which wms a cedar tree
Mrs. C. S Richardson and
Mrs. as those obtained abroad.
ers in evening dress.
The Gordon writh the twro cubs in it. Old Madam Lorghman of Eaglewood<, N. Y., is the
Rogers Birnie of New York, Mrs. F.
Trio furnished music for marching Bruin, with great strategy, circled a- only one to place her name on the
R. Thomas and Mrs. C. A. Richards
and dancing.
From a large table round the two men as fast as she record for she landed a 5% pound sal
of Boston.
Other visitors who were
mon.
handsomely
decorated
with bright could gov which in spite of her size
present included Mrs. J. L. Porter,
To-morrow morning E. L. Rankin
red bunch berries and ferns, cake an and apparent awkwardness w'as at
Mrs. Theodore Benedict* Mr. M. M.
and
Frank Hendrickson with
Tom
orangeade were served.
There was a pace which neither of them could
Singer, Mrs. H. S. Clark, Mrs. W.
Canadian, guide, start for a trip aa
peanut
hunt
which
was
great
fun
T. Lawrence, Mrs. Thomas
Francis
hope to equal; Watkinson in the cross the country through the woods
Shaw., Mrs. J. A. Anderson,
Mrs. The Children Made Happy by a for the children and Miss Louise meantime fighting her off with the
Fronefield and Master Arthur Syl axe, while Lockyear, in frantic haste, to Canada, going via Cupsuptic and
Geo. M. Coleman, Mrs. Wilson Peter
Party.
vester won the prizes.
When the and with fingers which trembled so and following the trail from there
son and Mrs. W. W. Ladd.
party ended each child was given a lie could scarcely undo the fastenings across the line.
Several of the passengers
from
(Special Correspondence.)
A party of four ladies, who have
favor and as they closed the march unlocked and dumped the contents
“ Kronprinzess Cecile” came to the
Mountain View House, Rangeley
been at Pleasant Island registered
thanked
Mrs.
Arthur
Sylvester
of
Poland Spring House this week, in Lake, Aug
of one baskt only to find it a case here to-night and start for home
wonder why
we
cluding Mr. Dayton
Voorliees of never came to this pla,ce before, for Montclair, N. Y.„ who so kindly plan of where the last should have been
to-morrow, Miss Virginia Comahan of
Camden, N. J., and Bishop Werhle of it is ideal for our summer vacation, ed for, and took much pleasure in first, for the pistol proved to be in Fort Wayne, Ind.* Miss Ethel Griffin.
arranging this charming afternoon for the one opened last.
Watkinson, Miss Elizabeth Reese and Miss M.
North Dakota.
and we shall stay for the September
nearly exhausted from his fight to Grace Wells of Orange, N. J.
Remarkably good catches of bass days,” said a New Yorker who came the little ones.
have been made this week by visit this week for the first time to Moun H. E. Moore of Boston is to-day en keep her from damaging their per
Mr. and Mrs. B. P. Florey of Midtertaining a party of five ladies for a sons, still fought her off w'ith
the
ing anglers.
Mr. W. W. Ladd of tain View.
dleboro,
N. Y., are among the new
ride and dinner at Dead River Pond
New York who has established quite
The past week has brought many camps, Mrs. West Bissell, Mrs. R. axe while Lockyear, w'ho had at last comers who are greatly pleased with
unearthed the pistol* shot her dead.
a reputation as a successful fisher
new comers, s^me to tarry but for B. Hawkins, Misses Fiefied,
Ham Watkinson says that the only thing life here.
man has maintained that reputation
A trio of young ladies, Miss Dor
a short time, others will remain until mond and Gerould, who were driven
that saved them was the fact
of
this week by a catch of 6 fish
othy and Miss Elizabeth Schmidt of
Bald Mountain takes on its autumn from here by Carl Grover with one
their being too scared to run.
■weighing 12 pounds.
Messrs. Geo.
Cincinnati, Ohio, and friendv Miss
dress of scarlet and gold.
of the best spans of horses, Teddy
After Lockyear had recovered some
W. Elkins, J. G. Lindsay and S. S.
Helen C. Moller of New York are for
Tuesday ifUrnoon a large bouquet and Taft, that ever took trips
over what, from the effect of his fright-, ..
... , ,.
..
Stinson of Philadelphia who
are
the first time spending some time
of American Beauty roses decorated these hills';
ful experience, they killed
known to the fishes of Poland as th-e
le
v
o
in
and
pjan
to remajn until
the office and at supper time one at
“ We have had fishing and mighty cubs,
having
no means of feeding September
“ Terrible Trio’’ brought in a string
,
„
the family table attracted much ad good fishing the last week,”
was them until they could get out to a
„
„
.
of 27 bass one day this week which j
,
JL
°
One of the large new camps
in
miration and the guests when they the answer one fisherman gave when settlement.
These last were very ,,
, ,
,, .
. .
, ,
totalled 37 pounds.
,
the
woods
has
this week been taken
learned it was the birthday of the asked “ what luck.”
small for the time ot year, n ot by M f and Mrs Fred D
stewart
The installation of facilities
for
, ,
. . . . .
,
popular landlord, L. E.
Bowley,
The “ Lone Fisherman,” Robert B. weighing more than fifteen pounds a- and mald Ml33 Margaret and Master
hydrotherapeutic treatments;, electn- v
.
. . ..
,
„ „ commenced to clap and offer congrat- Hawkins records a pair of good ones,
Piece.
Th large one would
easily WImam M ex gnUth of Nyack N
cal treatments and baths, and a var
ulations which Mr. Bowley acknow a 4-pound trout and 4% pound sal weigh 350 pounds, if not 400,
and ,
.
,
_ .
„
,
iety of massages, is the latest exten
plan to remain for several
ledged, and his host of friends hone, mon and bis son, Roy O. Hawkins in withb a pound of ’ temper for’ every j who
weejcg
sion of the Poland Spring estate in
only blessings and joys will come to tends to follow in his father’s troll
ounce of flesh.
Lockyear was so ; Wm_ w Gillen of Jamaica„ N. Y .,
the interest of the health and comhim as he passes from this to many and landed a 6% pound salmon and
nearly prostrated from his fright
on
Wednesday joinedMrs.Gillen
mile stones along life’s pathway.
a number of pounders this week.
that he was some time in recovering; and
ag gueStg Qf Mr and Mrs.w< A>
Mrs. N. R. Schoonmaker and son,
Arthur Sylvester of Montclair, N, while Watkinson frankly admits that[ Warnock of the same city will re.
Daniel Joseph of Nyack, N. Y., who Y., is very proud of the first sal
he was never so scared in his life, main until Septem:ber.
have spent a number of summers at mon he has caught in Rangeley Lake* and hopes never to be again. Wat-:Mr and ^rs. F E
Pond; well
this hotel, but did not come last one a 4-pound and the other
TIME TABLE
4X
A kinson, who was a civil engineer in,
Bostonians, have taken Wellsyear, were heartily greeted on their pounds.
the government’s employ in Porto mere Camp for a gtay of
Several
In Effect, June 22nd, 1914.
arrival Friday night and will remain
A large number of guests
this Rico, before the climate undermined |weekg
Mrg p ond is a
concert
FARMINGTON Passenger Trains leave Farm several weeks.
morning attended Mass at the church his health so that he had to come
ington at 11.02 P. M., for Kingfield and Rangeley.
singer of note.
Dr. A. L. Martin of New York City of Our Lady of the Lakes and not here, has shot and met with
A t 4.20 P. M. for Rangeley and Bigelow. Sunday
manyj Wm. H. Hendrickson of Ridgewood*,
Train leaves for Rangeley at 10.35 A . M. Passen and his brother Alexander Martin of
often is finer music heard in the bears while attending to his workj
ger trains arrive from Kingfield and Rangeley at
j #> bas joined his
family, who
7.55 A. M. and from Bigelow and Rangeley at 1.55 Philadelphia are again passing va city churches.
Miss Anna Ryan of as surveyor, hut says this is the
P. M
came the first of August and the
M IXED T R A IN arrives at 9.35 A . M and leaves cation days here.
Newton, Mass., sung Gounod’s
Ave first time one ever attacked him. He
pleasant
party are having a most
at 11.00 A M.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
L.
J.
Hart
and
two
Maria
and
the
Gordon
Trio
orches
says they are very plenty this year. season here.
S T R O N G PASSENGER T R A IN S leave for
Farmington, at 7.25 A . M. and 1.25 P. M .: for children of San Antonia, Texas, who tra
rendered some very fine selec Cleareyed, with not an ounce of sup
Coming from Framingham,, Mass.,
Phillips and Rangeley, and at 12.30 P. M. and 4.50 have been spending the summer
in tions.
The church decorations this erfluous flesh, Watkinson gives one
P. M. for Kingfield and Bigelow. A t 7.50 A- M.
in their touring car, Mr. and Mrfe. C.
have the impression of the perfect man of
and 4.55 P. M. Passenger trains arrive from Ran- the north have come to this hotel for summer, which the city people
W. Dunham, Mr. and Mrs. J, F. Eber
geley and Phillips, at 7.25 A . M. and 1.25 P. M.,
from Kingfield at 7.15 A . M. and from Bigelow their first season and express them greatly admired, have been the ferns the woods.
His white teeth showed were week end guests of W. H. Mosand Kingfield at 1.15 P. M. Sunday Train arrives selves as being greatly pleased with and wild flowers gathered from the
in a smile, as he said in answer to hier.
jjrom Portland at 11.05A. M .; and leaves at 3.40
this beautiful country.
woods close by the church.
the question:
“ What do you think
M&CED TRA IN arrives from Phillips at 8.45
M.
T. Swallow of Quincy;, Mass.,
Miss M. M. Gillick of New York is
A M and from Bigelow at 2.10 P. M., and from
of
this
country?”
“ It’s simply great, on Saturday came to spend several
Farmington at 11.45 A. M. Leaves for Phillips at
one
of
those
who
for
the
first
time
1.40 P. M- and for Kingfield at 3.00 P. M.
the finest in the -world.”
iim iiiiit iiiiiin t iiiiiit iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiit iiir M it iiiiiiiiin iiiiiiim iiiiiM iiiin in iiiiiiiiiiiiiM
(Continued on page 6.)
PHILLIPS PASSENGER T R A IN S leave Phill are enjoying several weeks’ stay.
ips for Farmington at 7.00 A . M. and 1.00 P. M .
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph H. Melclier of
For R»nrel«y at 12 55 P. M. and 5 13 P.M.
M IX E D T R A IN leaves for Farmington at 7.30 New London, Conn., while
on an
A . M. Rangeley 7.40 A. M. and arrives from
automobile trip through Maine spent
Farmington at 2.15 P. M. R ingeley 3.00 P. M.
Sunday train arrives from Portland at 11.25 A.
part of the week at this hotel.
M . and leaves for Portland at 3.20 P. M
434 Congress St.,
R A N G E L E Y PASSENGER T R A IN S leave for
Coming iu their Hupmobile car two
Farmington at 5.35 A . M. and 11 30 A . M. and ar young gentlemen, Stanley Heald o f I
P O R T L A N D , M A IN E
|
THE SPORTSMAN’S NEWSPAPER OF AMERICA
rive at 2.25 P. M. and 6.43 P. M. Sunday train ar
(Published weekly, Established 1874)
rives at 100 P. M. and leaves at 1.45 P. M.
South Weymouth, Mass., and Albert | Erected in 1911, and positively the only §
M IXED T R A IN arrives at 10.15 A . M. and
Fireproof Hotel in the City
Subscription
84.
ay
r.,
82. for 6 months;Sample copy free if yon mention Maine Woods
Vinal
of
Newton,,
Mass.,
attracted
leaves at 10.45 A. M . ________
, __
,
.. .
. .....
1 Elevator Service. Private and Public 1
SALEM PASSENGER T R A IN S leave for
The American Field collects news by its own staff representatives and
much
attention
as
in
their
no^
ei
iittla
|
g
atjls
an(]
every
convenience
for
the
com=
Farmington at 6.50 A . M. and 12.50 P. M. A r
special repprters, giving authoritative reports ©f leading events in the
rives from Farmington at 6.23 P. M .. from Strong car they made quick runs from place = fort of guests includingat 8.15 A. M.
, - .r
M
sportsman’s world. Its recreative columns are always replete with
J
HOT
AND
COLD
RUNNING
l
M IXED T R A IN leaves for Strong at l.lo P. M
to place.
interesting articles and contribution and open a wide field for discussion
and arrives at 3.45 P. M. •
Messrs. James P. Baxter 3rd,
of 1 WATER AND LOCAL AND |
KINGFIELD PASSEN G ER T R A IN S leave for
of all subjects that interest sportsmen.
1
LONG
DISTANCE
TELEj
Portland, and friends, S.* Walker
Farmington at 6.30 A. M. and 12.30 P. M. arrives
The departments of The American Field are: Editorial. Game and Shooting,
PHONE IN EVERY ROOM %
from Farmington at 5.42 P: M. and from Strong Merrill of Newton Center, Mass., and |
Fish and Fishing, Natural History, Hunting, Kennel, Trap Shooting, Rifle, Re
at 8.36 A . M. Leaves for Bigelow at 8.40 A . Al
and 5.45 P. M, Arrives from Bigelow at 11.35 A. F. S. Smith, Jr<, of Woburn, Mass., I SPLENDID RESTAURANT CONNECTED |
volver and Pistol, Queries and Answers.
2L and 7.30 P. M.
were one of the automobile parties 1 FEATURING POPULAR PRICE MENUS |
SEND ONE DOLL AR FOR THREE MONTHS’ TRIAL SUBSCRIPTION.
BIGELOW PASSENGER T R A IN leaves for
| American Plan $2.50 per day, upward |
If not more than satisfied with it the money will he refunded on request.
Farmington at 11.20 A. M., for Kingfield at 6.40 who registered here the first of the 1 European Plan S I,00 per day, upward |
P, M. Arrives from Strong at 10.00 A . M .; from
week.
i Letters of inquiry regarding rates etc., promptly answered. E
Address AMERICAN FIELD PUBLISHING COMPANY
Farmington at 6.35 P. M.
1fl
M IX E D T R A IN arrives from Kingfield at lO.uu
Mr. and Mrs. C.
Partridge of | H . E. THURSTON, R. F. HIMMELE1N, |
801 MASONIC TEMPLE; CHICAGO,
A . M.
„
_
Proprietors.
I
Brooklyn, N.Y ., after a
pleasant ......................................................
..
F. N. BEAL, G. P. A.

ONE MORE MILE ,
STONE PASSED

SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY
LAKES RAILROAD

1Catering lo “ Up State" FolksI

IK CHASE HOUSE!

M A IN E

W OO DS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E , A U G U S T 20, 1914

sprtogs.
Brooklme, Mass., who
4*® tfr * J A K E S 4 0 S A L M O N
. The Masquerade Ball given
b y the! of the month were on M
! good looking and desirable Bachelon, by J- <*>?“ » McNeil and Mass Gladys,
P R O M TH E P O O L S
d l X N E i of
hotelj at thie casino Sajturday Moore of the same city.
|
T lW lfl 1 n L
iW L O

MAINE WOODS FANCY DRESS BALL
ISSUED WEEKLY

J. W. Brackett Co.

DDH I I AW T
D K IL U A N I

QfFNF

—----------

i night was a “ screaming success’' and ! Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Aming
of i
.... ... ..
; will not soon be forgotten. “ Those Chicago, 111., registered here
this
Water Carnival, Minstrel Show Bachelors’’ worked long and hard in week en route for the
Megantic Septem ber and O ctober Prom ise to
L. B. BRACKETT,
bringing
from
the
forest,
evergreens
Club.
; - and Ball Game Among the
Business Manager
Be Busy and the Hunters Are
with which, in a most artistic manner!
Mrs. Frank Lester of Providence, j
Coming Events.
-------' ----they decorated the casino.
There R. I,, and Miss Inez Kinney of N ew !
Oiling Their Rifles,
OUTING EDITION
were 40 couples in fancy costume for] York are among the August guests,
8 pages .................................................. 51-00 per year
the grand march led by a “ Japanese” ; A library dance was given on Wed(Special Correspondence)
LOCAL EDITION
Rangeley
Lake
House,
itangele*
and
a “ Pierrette.’’
When the first nesday evening at the casino which
(Special Correspondence.)
12 and 16 p a g e s................................... 51.E0 per year
and strains of the music were heard, all was arranged by Mrs. Hyle, Mrs.
Canadian. Mexican. Cuban and Panama sub- Maine, Aug. 19.—Mid August;
Grant’s Camps, Kennebago, August
ncription 50 cents extra. Foreign subscription not only is every seat
in the big the merry dancerstossed confetti and King and Mrs. Wood and was a most 19, 1914.-Mid-summer is fast waning,
75 cents extra.
dining room taken ,and
every room serpentine giving a brilliant kalei- charming affair.
Surely it was a but not so the people who are seeking
now ; doscopic effect.
During the evening “ handsome set” that appeared,
for the simple life and sending back for
Entered as second class matter. January 21, in the house, hut guests are
1909. at the postoffice at Phillips. Maine, under being sent to the homes of the vil- sandwiches-, coffee and ice
cream. the young folks showed much skill in their fiiends to come and help them en
the Act of March 3. 1879.
lage people for the night, but like was served and at a late hour good representing many of the well known joy life at Kennebago.
the old fashioned stage coach there night was said, all voting this to hav books.
Priezs were offered for
John W. Horton o f Cranston, R. I.
The Maine Woods thoroughly covers the entire j
is always room for one more and no been one of the most successful cos-,
those who guessed the greatest probably
numis one o f the greatest lovers
itate of Maine as to Hunting. Trapping, Camp- |
ng and Outing news, and the Franklin county , matter how many parties of motor- tume dances ever given at this hotel, her of names of the books and Miss of the woods, having made four trips
ists come at evening time they are
Mrs. J. D. Mortoai aaul her daugh- Addie Wood won the first prize and into camp this season. “ I just can’ t
ocally.
Maine Woods solicits communications and fish
well cared for,, while they tarry at ter Mrs. J. H. Goodspeed of Boston! Miss Emmons the second prize. The stay aw ay," he tells bis friends, and in
and game photographs from its readers.
after a pleasant sojourn of six weeks young men to take the prizes were the fall he comes in to use his trusty
When ordering the address o. your raper the Rangeley Lake House.
©hanged, please give the old as well as new j
The past week has been one con- returned home Thursday.
Mr. Sneckner and Kenneth Wood. A rifles, always with good results.
address.
Ex-Governor Frank B. Weeks of
timual round of pleasures and all are
Mr. and Mrs. FredrickTopping and prize was also offered for the most
eager for the Water Carnival which A. S. Topping of Greenwich,, Conn., original costume and Miss Whitlock Middletown, Conn., is here for the first
THURSDAY, AUGUST 20, 1914
comes off to-morrow, August 20.
are passing a few days at
this dressed as “ Past and Present” and time with his wife occupying Harmony
The little pony team that
now hotel.
*
Mr. McAdarn and Mr. Piercy as “ The Lodge. He plans to make his visit an
daily comes to take little
Douglass
Mrs. R. M. Spear and
daughter, Quick and the Dead” in other words annual event.
Jones of New York for a drive is Miss Spear of New York, who have New York ^and Philadelphia
won
Judge Hitchcock and wife have.been
“ just too cute for amithing” and at- been anaiual guests for several sea- them.
Cake and lemonade
were joined by Miss Kate B. Danks of
tracts more attention than any of sons were most heartily greeted on served during the evening and all Springfield, and are occupying West
the big touring cars that toot, toot their arrival this week.
declare this was one of the most en- End for a six weeks’ stay.
Judge William C. McAdoo and party
at the door.
I Morris Kush of New York on Tues- jcyable parties of the season.
Many Guests are Also Enjoying Ralph T. Kendell came from Bos- day joined his mother and sister for j. Mahlon Buck of Philadelphia on have returned home after a six weeks*
ton in his auto last Friday and on the remainder of their stay.
Wednesday joined his parents for tb e ’ 31- ^ 10 Kentuck.
Life at Lake View Farm.
Monday returned home accompanied
Messrs. A. B. and Thomas Silshee remainder of their stay.
, William C. Allen of Johnstown, Pa.,
by Mrs. Kendell and children, who were among the Boston automobilists
Mrs< H> M. Fish, Miss Fish and took over 40 salmon from the pools
(Special Correspondence)
have been visiting for several weeks here this week.
MJrs h . W. Fish of Wellesley, Mass., do" n tke ldver’ the largestbeing
four
The Tavern, Rangeley, August 19—
with Mrs. Kendeil’s parents, Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A.Runk of are a^ong the late comers who will P ,unds and n*ne ounces. At one cast
Th,e midsummer travel fills the ho Mrs. John B. Marble.
New York, after an absence of three remaill for some time.
. t0(’k twp saimon, one weighing four
tel night after night. Many tarry
The many friends of Mr. and Mrs. years are greatly pleased to return
village children daily Pounds and one three- These taken on
hut for a short time as they are C. H. Lebkecher of Newark, N. J., and plan to remain until the October fi^
rea d y J e t o the bigT asketl * - r y hght rod gave bun “ som e" tustouring this part of Maine,
whale
, , ^
i ---- --------s!e, and instead of having them netted,
were gtad to wreteome them W ed n esd ays.
of sweet peaB ^
other flowers thM h , beachcd them. commonly cal|ed stjg
others remain for weeks to
enjoy
Last Sunday, evening religious serday.
They were accompanied
—
ajuuMaj, cv&uxaig —
they .bring to the hotel.
heeling This was Mr Allen's second
the comforts of the hotel and the
and vices were held in the parlor con-i
.
. e . Tm was
A,len s second
their three children and maid
,
tj
-p.
v r o iw t r,r,a+r,7.
MeKlinley ° f St- Loun,
Mo., trip this season, and said he on leaving,
beauties of the Rangeleys.
There
ed
Re\;+Dr, I*allock’ p+asto* spend the week end at this hotel.
“ I am not so sure but I may be back fn
is always a party of young folks and plan to remain until the last of Sep- duct+
tember.
ot tlie 1 me Street Congregational
Dr and Mrs> G L> sioodhead and a month's time.
the large office makes a good dance
Coming to their touring car Moran ^ torch ot ^
^
'* • Mtes Katharine and Mrs. * » P. Clark
Everyone ln camp wa89addened
b
hall.
Z
Hr .a d Mrs. Wi,liana Kirkpatrick <* New
“
the death of the well-known and popu
H. H. Cudworth of Boston, General 7 b '
W. B. Northroip of Chemsiord, Mass.,.
■
^
summer have returned to remain un- iar p-u;de Dexter Hnntnon
Eve™Passenger
Agent
of the Eastern
tarried tor a day en route for Poland
«-*
Montcla.r N. J., ffl auUmm day,
thing “ h t could bl. “ as done for his
Steamship Co., was a week-end guest
are among the former guests to be
,,
TT 0
,
„ T
,
---------------------- — r--------------——-------^
6
; Mrs. W. H. Sneckner and son L. comfort
while on his first visit to this part
welcomed back for another season.
! . •____ .
_ „
. . ___ v __, __
„
also Messrs. John M. and David J.
Mri and
Havelock Walser of A * Sneckner are 2sev‘ Yorkers
°
Messrs. R. N. and Charles Brace
of the state.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. R. Hursey and Mackie, John M. DeBell and Lewis j^ew York, friends of the Benzigerf° r anot!ier season aie b^PpHy l°cat-wa)ked to Tim Pond and back on Monf°
, - + 1 0
two daughters of Newport, R. I., who L. Andierson of Great Barrington, party -who come to the Rangeleys for
Mass.
Fraday afternoon there is to be a
Mr. and Mrs. William C. Renwick o f
the first time are greatly
pleased
were touring Maine, made a short
game of base ball, girls vs boys, that Summit, N. J.. are located until OctoMr.
and
Mrs.
Robert
P.
Haines,
-with
this
region.
stay this week.
Miss Ruth and Paul Haines of New
The following party from O ooriS l.o1f “ T a " J ** ^
' I t',<> eVe” ' ber
Camp Kumseeit. For the
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Cleveland of
ton, Mass., spent Sunday here.
keii, Penn., Dr. and Mrs. George N. “ * 1116 Ran« eley MImstreIe
to P « t 15 years Mr. Renwick and family
Brookline, Mass., are greatly delight
give an entertainment at the casino , have summered at Middle Dam.
Dr. A. P. French of Middletown, Highley, Charles C. Highley,
Mrs.
ed with this their first visit, and re
Conn., who is on his annual vaca- Annie H. Wilson, Mrs Alan' W ood' WMCb
toten<ls,to miss,
i l i Hugh M. Wilson with Ruides, H ow
main for a- month. They are taking
lion at Dead River, pond registered Jr„ and Mrs Laura W Wood have WW b6 “ “ “ beSt eVer" “ d ' " e Pr°‘
Bj»y Cleveland, have
fishing trips to the different ponds
ceeds will be given the motor boat b^en spending their time on the trail
here Sunday.
chosen this delightful place foi an
and
b a s e b a i] team.
a-id in the canoe, tenting wherever the
and often come back with a goad
Rev. Henry B. Todd and Percival extended sojourn.
string of trout.
’
Everybody is talking of and pian- p ace appealed to them. Mr. Wilson is
I. Wood of Paterscn, N. J. were
The following party from Belgrade here
over
Sunday
i
^
m
aUd
ning
for to-morrow’s Water Carnival, greatly benefited in he,illh by so doing,
nere over tounuay.
0f Laike Forest, 111., while on a motor
when the lake and shore will present
C. Z. Southard is back once more for
were Sunday guests: E. G. Taylor..
Dr. and Mrs. Charles Cunningham trip through Maine spent Sunday at
a pretty picture and everyone
will
aniu,a! August stay. He made a
Harry N. Penney, Miss Bessie Kelley and daughter Ruth of Auburn and this hotel.
cheer for the Rangeley Motor Boat roundabout trip in this season taking in
and Hildred Foster.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Chandler
of
Mrs. F. P. Newton and Mrs. S. S.
'
Tim and B Ponds among others.
J. G. Dabour and Miss M.
Stiner Strong while on a motor trip tarried Thompson, two ladies from New Hav____________________ Dr. G. M. Griswold, A. N. Griswold
of New York are here for a stay ot here two days this week.
en, Conn, en route for
Bretton
*
and friend A. G. Newton are in camp
several weeks.
Hugh M. Wilson., a New Yorker Woods were week end guests,
r A M P S AT^D
fur their annual trip.
Mr. and Mrs. J. F McClain
and who for his health takes a ten-mile
The following party who came in 'OiTUfu.i
i Twenty-two arrivals made Sunday an
Master Bruce of Montclair, N. J., whai walk each day, come out from Ken- their touring car from Pittsburg,
r
*
a
t
t
a
r*
u
c
extermely busy day*
spent some time at Ivennehago>. nebago Monday returning the next p enn., will remain here for some
1 I
Lieut. Commander William C. Ci;onan
have decided they like this country
of the U. S. Navy with his wife are
morning.
time; Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Liggett,
so well they will remain until the
Mrs. J. S. Menull and Miss Mil- Miss Dorothy and Miss
making their first visit to--------,
camp and are
Elizabeth
October days.
dred of Rochelle, N. J., and
Miiss Liggett and Mrs. Mary Francis
of
~IrS‘ . P‘
l ga^e a ( e ig lt‘ much pleased with the country
While on a motor trip
Messrs. Vicla Smith cf Portland coming via New York.
ful tennis Parb r at their
camp onMr. and Mrs. Henry D. Winans with
John M., F. M., F. G., and E. L. the chain, of lakes, made a short Mrs. N. W. and Miss A. T Rice tlie skore of Rall&eley Lake, on Mpn j their daughter Ruth and maid, spent
Hyde of Lewiston registered at this stay this week returning via Phillips. Bostonians, havebeen here for part. day afternoon- in honor
of Miss the night Saturday en route for their
hotel the first of the week.
Miss Ethel Sly of Brooklyn, N. Y. of the week.
* lorenee Hines, who is a guest
of camp on the Megantic Preserve,
Miss Uuo Ballow of Philadelphia came Tuesday to
spend
several
Mr. and Mrs. C E Sullivan of ^liss ^unninSham. The young people! Never before has there been such a
and Miss Katherine Nice of Ogomtz, weeks.
Gorham, N H< registered Thursday fr° m th<? Rangeley Lake House were bu9y September and October promised,
Penn., who are spending the summer
Mr. and Mrs. H. Shroder, Mr. and en route for Poland Springs, coming iWVited t0 attend'
i and the hunters are beginning to get
at Kennebago hiked it cut
freau Mrs. Fred Eckstein and Gectrge E. via the White Mountains
"
-----------1the,r rifleS 0lled and in good condition
camp and spent the night here Tues Woodburn are a party of
New
E. K . Gaylord o f Oklahom a City Las
MiSs B essie
cf New York; for the bird and deer hunting.
day. Miss Nice is planning to spend Yorkers who are making a stay while chosen this deligh tful dpot for an ex
ES beeU entertaining at Camp Ray, j Arrivals since Aug. 15 are; Cortpart of the coming winter at this en route for Tim Pond.
her Wellesley class mate, Miss Anita land Taylor, W. D. Harford, C. Z.
tended stay.
hotel.
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Clark
and
Mrs. Stephen G.
Wheatland of Brown, an attractive girl from L os1Southard, New York, John L. PliilMessrs. C. W. Taylor, W. H. San Mrs. Seth L. Larrabee of Portland Salem, Mass., who has a
beautiful Angeles,. Cab, who is greatly charm-j brick, Herbert Moore, guides; C. W .
born, P. H. Tbomasi, F. B. Friend and are here to-night on their way to Tinai cottage on the lake shore, with Miss ed with the Rangeleys which she Morril, Mrs. C. W. Morril; Sunday,
A. R. Taylor of Salem, Mass.,
who
considers most picturesque and beau- Aug. 16, Mr. and Mrs. W. E. LanghPond*
c. E. Fosdiok of Boston are now at tiful.
are taking a motor trip down
i,n
man, Englewood, N. J.; Mr. and Mrs.
The following people, who are now this hotel.
Maine, tarried here a short time re
C. E. Burgessi, Montclair, N. J.; Miss
boarding at Lake View Farm were
There are each day a large numcently.
At Ethelwald, the beautiful summer Burgess, Montclair, N. J.; Mr. and
guests at the Tavern on their arri- her of dinner guests who come frem
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Lakin of Lew Aal.
home of Maj. and Mrs. Duncan B. Mrs. WTm. A. Warnock, Mr. an<l Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Root, all the hotels and camps in
the
iston spent part of the week at this Boyd R. Walker of Malden,
Harrison on the south shore of Ran Wm. W .Gillen, New York City; Mrs.
Mass.; Rangeleys.
hotel.
Miss Alma N. Harris of Chelmsford,1 There are always motor boat geley Lake, Albert Dreyfour and son, A. Morrell, Plainfield, N. J .; G. M.
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Sawyer
and Mass.; and Miss Lila M. Miller of parties sailing o v e r‘ the lake,
Howard, and Russell Brown of New Griswold, Hartford, Conn.; A. M.
some
three children from far away Miles
New Hartford, Conn.
' lunch cn the shore and others take Yrork are enjoying the hospitality of Griswold, New York; A. G. Newton,
City, Montana, who this summer have
Maj. and Mrs. Harrison. Mrs. Thom- Hartford, Conn.; Mrs. D. C.
LockRev. and Mrs. L. H. Hallcck of Lew an hour’s ride on the water
been traveling in their automobile aiston, Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Swain of
Geo. G. Schaefer of New'York on 38 H° ° PS ° f Chicago is entertain- wood, New York, H. E. Grant, guide;
cress the country, found the Range- New
York, Miss Laura and
Miss Saturday joined his wife and d a u g h - Dr' aDd MrS’ . T’ R ‘ Wiggin at Mrs. H. M. Barrett, Miss D. M. Bar
leys one of the most beautiful parts
Lilla Beals of Auburn, Miss Kingman ters for the remainder of the sea- one of the attractive camps at Ethel- rett, Miss M. F. Barrett, Bloomfield,
of the country and remained several of New York, who have recently re- son.
I wald.
Jas. Stewart, Jos. Therrlen, guide;
days taking trips to different places.
Mr. and Mrs. B. P. Flory,
Middleturned from Europe are also enjoyMiss Lorraine M. Welch and Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. D. Hallock and
orce of Habit.
town, N. Y.; Lt. Commander, W. S.
mg life at the Farm.
Rose Buddery of Philadelphia, tourson, Ralph E. Hallock of Plainfield,
.
.
„ ,
,
, TIie telephone operator was spend
ing from the White Mountains reach-| ,ng the sumnur hoi day by the bound Cronan, U. S. Navy, Wash., Mrs. W.
N. J., and M. F. Cocha*ane of Ottawa,
ed here Monday and will remain for! ing sea. On the first mohiing, how- C. Cronan, Wash.; Col. and Mrs. S.
Ontario, on their return from Tim
seme
time.
|ever, she had occasion to berate the D. Lit, Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Louchlen,
pond were here for the week-end.
Alive, unhurt, all kinds, old or young. Also
Mrs.
Wm.
Scliiiickel
and
daughters
uiaid^of the lodgings for real or im- Mr. and Mrs. D. Fleishen, Phiila., Elmink,
marlen
and
fisher.
Will
handle
above
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Allen., Mrs. A.
n
w
i!n
ee
d
wiaatmyou“have
t
y‘
,
?
v
i
n^
r
iite
!
M
1
bs
Schi<*el
and
Miss
Gertrude
aglned
negbgence. "W h y didn’t you wood Thompson, chauffeur; Webb
S. Tabor of Washington, D. C., Mr.
p r ice . Fur fa r m e r s w a n t in g stock s h '^ l d w r it e 1Schickel o f New York who were here Cal1 me as 1 told y o u l l l i s morning?” Boulter,
Waldo WTright,
Herbert
and Mrs. T. S. Griffons, Mr. and Mrs. me ioi prices ai.d information bnforn buying
M. F. STEVENS.
j several years ago have come to spen f?®
^
mi8S’” repUed Moore, guides; John Nicholson and
J. M. Moore of Bath were one of the
the reimaincler of
^ the summer.
the nm,d
aa *injured
tne
mif
‘apvpnwith
tuirfv
r ,,air. “ 1 called wife, New YTork; Kate B. Danks,.
Tel. 61.15
D ° Ver’ M“ ine
auto parties here for the week-end;
I -i*/••
.
•
I
oeven tnirty, a.nd all you ses was
Springfield, Mass.
I -Ir. and Mrs. J. F. McNeil
of ‘Number engaged.’ "

Phillips, Maine

MIDSUMMER TRAVEL
FILLS THE TAVERN

FOXES WANTED

M A IN E

C L A SSIF IE D
One cent a word in advance. No headline or
other display. Subjects in a. b. c. order

TAKE IRA’S CAR

FOR A JOY RIDE

WOODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E, A U G U S T 20, 1914

charge of the separate departments.
Japanese lanterns were used in dec
orating the lawn and the
interior
decorations were of green and white.
Arrived at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. J. B. Madden, Ruth
Margrete
Madden, Aug. 17.
Miss Susie Russell of North Jay is the
nurse in
charge.

caught a pair of salmon weighing
pounds amd 4% pounds.

3

HIGH JINKS AT
MINGO SPRINGS

The ladies can handle the fishing
rod too, for Miss Alice Austin of Sta
ten Island, N. Y., caught a 4%-pound
FOR SALE.
salmon; Miss Helen Merrill Emery of
The Annual Fair of the Ladies’
Ball Games on the Hotel Grounds
New York, a good pair of
salmon
Aid a Success.
and Picturesque Dances
weighing 4% pounds and 3
pounds
FOR SALE
each; Mrs. Frank Bemis of Boston a
at Hotel.
One of the best sets of camps in
Miss Thelma Quimby has returned bVz pounder.
(Special Correspondence)
Maine.
Good business already es
Chas. W. Gardiner of Boston with
home after an extended visit with
tablished.
For further particulars
Rangeley, August 19—Mrs. . F. G. relatives and friends down the line. a party of nine have to-day gone over
(Special Correspondence.)
write Maine Woods, Phillips.
Barker of Lewiston is the guest of
Mingo Sprirf^s, August 18, 1914.—
An exciting ball game was played to Richardson Pond on. a camping
Mrs. H. A. Furbish for a few days.
The season is at its height here now
at the Rangeley Lake House grounds trip.
FOR SALE— Summer cottages
and]
, , „ .
^
| Miss Doris Haley left Saturday Thursday, between Rangeley
Miss N. J. Cox and Miss
Har and Mr. Cole, the genial proprietor, has
Lake
lots in Blanchard. Maine. Good « » M mornin(r f or a visit with friends and
House team and Haines
Landing graves of Boston coming via Dixville his hands full providing accommoda
Ins and hunting. Fine scenery. F. relatives in Phillips.
team.
The final score was 7 to 6 Notch after a stay at the Balsams |tions for all who want to come to MinG. Hayden, Brighton, Maine.
Tel
A goodly delegation left for Lewis in favor of Rangeley Lake House. A aradhere for two weeks, and plan to 1go. However, he is a hotel keeper of
ephone connection.
ton Tuesday morning going hy automo- large number from down the lake visit the places of interest in the long and wide experience and with such
an one a house is seldom so full that
FOR SALE—Edison 'Dictating
maA bile to attend the Progressive meeting were present and feeling for a time Rangeley region.
room cannot be found for one more.
chine. In first class condition. In- there with Theodore Roosevelt as prin- ran high as both sides had just a
Wm. Keating Johnson of Philadel
Dancing in the spacious sitting room
quire at Maine Woods office.
cipal speaker. The gentlemen were as little outside help.
However every phia was welcomed by old friends on
! follows: George Young, Sylvader Hinkwith its fine hardwood floor, is exceed
one pronounced it the game of the liis arrival Saturday.
—
ley, Gecrge Bridgham, W. D. Quimby,
ingly popular. The latest dances are
FOR SALE—Mill for sawing long
iUn6 Maaon Ru3Bei]> F. B. Colby, William season so far.
Robert N. Gardiner of Boston has exemplified nightly, while Saturday ev
and short lumber, birch, shingles and Tomlin8or)) G< M Esty, c> w Barrett
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Stewart were joined liis parents, Mr. and Mrs. enings are especially lively, the people
making parcel handles.
Run by and E. L. Haley.
up from camp to spend the day re Chas. W. Gardiner for several weeks from neighboring camps frequently
water or steam.
Situated in MadCharles London of Hodgdon, Me., cently calling on friends.
and is accompanied by his friend, joining the hotel guests in making them
rid village. For further particulars was a receiR guest at J. A Russell’s,
J. A. Russell, Mr. Parkhurst
and Daniel C. Hadden of
Newtonville, gala occasions. Professor Lambert has
inquire of J. Blaine Morrison cf I hili\ir> an(j Mrs. Walter Davenport are son are enjoying a trip to “ Camp a Mass.
daily classes in these dances and his pu
lips or W. H, Paver port, Dixfield.
receiving congratulations on the birth 'mong the clouds.”
Last week the
Dr. and Mrs. John H. Rose of Hart pils show the good results pf his teach
f
of a daughter August 15. Mrs. Ada Bussell brothers, George, John and ford, Conn.1, are greatly
enjoying ing by graceful exemplification of the
fascinating, dances now so much in
FOR SALE—tillage
s
8
Sprague is carir.g for Mrs. Davenport, Frank, together with Mr. London aoid
their first visit on the island.
sale in Phillips. Inquire of J. .Blaine, and little one
vogue.
Mr. Watts were registered as visitors
Mrs. J. W. Platten of New
York
Morrison.
^
William Mason of Everett spent the for a few days.
Bathing from the fine new wharf is
with her son Homer and
daughter,
--------- —1—--------- *---------------- ---------i past week, a guest at E. L. Haley’s.
A good sized audience was present Miss Gladys and Miss Clara Morse also indulged in daily by old and young.
Although it is seldom one finds a person
FOR SALE—Two lots of land
adA black and white pony recently pur Sunday morning at chuich. Rev. H.
with Ernest Godwin guide, had a fine; now that can be called “ old” , merely
loining The Barker Hotel on south chased of Wilton parties by Ira D. A. Childs used for his subject, “ When
end. Also motor boats
to let and Hoar for use at his stable is attracting there was no King.’ ’ The music was camping trip at Richardson Pond the someone younger than others.
for sale. Address with
stamp
to considerable attention from the younger much enjoyed by all. The choir ren first of the week, where they saw a
Mr. Cole’s table is a feature to be
Robert Martin, (Guide), Haines Lan- inhabitants. H was driven through jeered anappropriateanthem
and Mr number of deer and had a fine time commended, a standard of excellence
ding, Maine.
from Wllton by Constantine Harnden. ; Buck sang a solo inhia usual pleasing out ^ the ope;n
being maintained hard to equal, and ev
Mr. and Mrs. F. S. Morris of New ery little while he springs some pleas
_____________________________________ Rossacrts farmhouse and the George >Jlnanner; Mrs. F. C. Russell presided at
York, who were greatly pleased with ant surprise upon his happy guests by
W ANTED.
I Snowman house are beinS Seated to a | the or^aili
_—--------------- ---------------------- -- — -------- coai of paint.
Announcements have been received their stay of ten days returned home bringing out some unusual gastronomic
WANTED—Kitchen girl and two wai
Mrs. C. H. Neal and son Maxwell by frien(js> f rom Mr. and Mrs. John R. this morning.
surprise. Several times broiled live
resses. Address Mingo Hotel, Min- were in Farmington, Tuesday, on bu.-i- Martin of the arrival of a s<n August
The Shaker Sisters of
Sabbath lobsters have made the evening meal
go Springs, Rangeley.
ness.
1 4, weight nine pounds. The young Day Lake with their many
dainty notable and once at midday, “ King
------------------ ----- ---------------- —
Silas Laughton of Farmington was a j maa's name is.John AUen Martin. Mr.
Cole’ ’ marched into the dining room to
baskets were welcomed by all
and
WANTED—-Boy from 16 to -0 years week-end guest o i Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Martin wa6 forme,.|y employed by i .
the music of a harmonica played by his
had a good sale here on Wednesday.
to make hlmselt generally useful in h . Mosher
A. Russell. At present he is living at
able assistant, Mrs. Eastman, followed
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Angire and two
August. Apply Camp Ray, near MmM,ss Prudence Richardson enter- Meredilh N. II. Congratulations are
by Clerk Nahum, daisy crowned, bear
sons Otis and John M., and daugh
go, Rangeley. Salary $zu.
tamed a few friends Saturday evening in order.
ing an immense planked bluefish, beau
ter, Miss Francis Angire of Framing tifully garnished, the gift of Mr. Mc
------------------------- --------^--------------------- ; in honor of Mrs. F. C. Russell. Music
Mrs. Frank Fuller and two daughters
new
WANTED Waitress ©s, kitchen and was the principal feature of the even- of Walpole, Mass.,who have been visit- ham, Mass.>, are among the
Kay.
laundry help for September in sport- ing, anJ dainty refreshments were ing Mrs Fuller, brother, H. A. Look j com'ers who remain until September.
Tramping parties go out several times
Mrs. W. H. Stevens and daughter,
ing camps.
Wages $5.00 per week, served by the hostess.
at Kennebagc, called on friends about
a week to the interesting points which
Miss Stevens of Englewood, N. J.,
A. A. Berry, Supt., Megantic Fish &
The blacksmith shop on Richardson
abound about here, and yesterday a jol
street recently purchased by G. H. town Wednesday.
are now enjoying life in Camp Wawa
Game Corp., Eustis, Maine.
ly party filled two wagons on a genuine
Mrs. Emery Haley attended the “Ste
Snowman, has 'again changed hands
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Pine and two
vens
r^u
ion
at
Strong
last.
week.
She
ountry hay ride to the Cascades near
having been bought by Bridgham &
children of New Rochelle, N. Y., are
LOST AND ROUND
Tracy who will conduct it in addition to was accompanied home by her parents, new comers who express themselves Greenvale at the head of the Lake.
This event was an all day affair with a
the other on Main street. Mr. Tracy Mr. and Mrs Isaiah Welch who will re as much pleased with the place.
most appetizing lunch served al fresco
FOUND Purse.
Owner may ha\e wjj] have charge of the new shop as- main some week.
Mr. and Mrs. T. L. Leeming
and on the rocks at the foot of the Falls.
Mi-s Marion Quimby and Miss Mona
lt at Maine Woods office by paying sisteci by Herman Hatch,
One of those snappy ball games which
for advertising.
Mr! aIKj ^ rs j ra d Hoar made a Loomis were guests of Miss Faye daughter and maid and sons, T. L.
_____________________________________
Worthley at Grant’s Camps, the latter Jr., and Master Leonard of
Glen are frtquent on the hotel field was
L O S T -O u noon train going to Kent0 Kennebago Friday, returning, patt o( ]ast week.
Ave. L. I„ N. Y „ and friend Mte» played Saturday afternoon between the
nebago Sunday. August 16, pair of Saturday.
Mr. Hoar put his car up
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Harris, F. N. Margeret Long of Plainfield, N. J., local team, the West Rangeleys, .and
eye glasses in 'b la ck case with let- at Mt. View and continued the jour- Harris and daughter Lucille, were have this week taken Camp Spring the Mooselookmeguntics from Haines
called to Salem to attend the funeral of field for an extended stay and with Landing. The latter won handily with
ter L on case.
Kindly return to or ney by raii, expecting to make
a score
communicate with Mrs. H.W. Laird,! hurried trip hack to town in the morn- their grandmo her, W dneadav
Frank Fall,
guide, are
enjoying
the of 12 to 6.
V
MooselookmegunticHouse,"
Haines lng.
A dance was in progress at t ReV' ar'd Mru
s ' Stearnd whohave ™ : g
and trips in all directions.
The usual shower which setms lo b e
Landing.
.. the village and some would be chauft perrd.ng^the vaca'‘on seas°n at!,
Mr*. Frank Bemis cf Boston and , a steady accompaniment to the games
called on Mr. and Mrs. G. ; friend, Miss Alice Sargent cf Brook-1of late pr€ceded instead of ini errupting
_____________________________________ feurs appropriated * the car as i. Kennebago
A. Proctor recently.
line, Mass., are among those
who the game; but this only served to make
LOST—In Phillips village, Saturday means of conveyance. The trip to tow ;
__________
are for the first time spending sev- the trees and grass still more vividly
evening,
black leather
Land-bag. was made all right but on the re-,
eral weeks on the island.
. j green, while the fragrant odors from
Please leave at Maine Woods office, turn trip the road being a little slipMr.
and
Mrs.
H.
F.
Allen
ef
Bos
the balsam firs were unusually notice
. ____
; pery from, a recent rain, the
car,
ton arrived recently to spend some able. The cloud effects were as usual
slipped off over the end of a wat~r
simply grand, the blue heavens being
time.
What Adam Never Knew.
course near the Kennebaigo road wiith
faced with flying companies of snow
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
W.
Walker
in
‘Adam made a failure of de fruit such damage to the tire that the1
white clouds and the surrounding m«unvited
a
party
of
25
for
a
delightful
business,” said the old darky, “ but partv, sadder but wiser returned to
sail around the lake one
morning tains showing softly blue in the
’J ' w v t a o l Y a d s t 'ic y swe™
M t, V iev on loot.Just wl,at set- Those Who Drop the Hook Never
bance.
last week.
never would a n .ou ea cie juicy sweet UemeM was Jnade lias not been made
r
The detailed :core was as follows
Mr.
and
Mrs.
F.
S.
Morris
are
the
Atlanta Constitution V>at'eiml 10U' ' public', but after a few more lessons Fail to Have Fish for Breakfast
last
New
Yorkers
to
join
those
who
Mooselookmeguntics.
' _________
.
cf the same kind it is hoped
that
are now at home in the log cabins.
Position.
Runs.
- people will learn not to meddle with j
(Special Correspondence.)
in Search of a Public.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard T. Stevens Hendrickson,
ss
1
other folks’ property.
“ It was Eve who caused the depart
The Birches, Mooselookmeguntic 0f
y 0rk accompanied by Miss Fuller,
c
3
ure from the Garden of Eden.” “ I
The annual fair cf the Ladies Aid Lake, August 17. With every camp Fllen Gale Stevens of Brooklyn, who
rf
3
Welch,
don’t altogether blame her,” replied was held at the church parlor and
on the island taken and more than a ,were bere last year have returned Dill,
1b
1
Miss Cayenne. “How could she enjoy vestry Thursday, August 13.
The
hundred happy city people being en-,to remain uTltil September,
1
Rankin,
P
1
1f
wRh no&women ^^ut^to1eifvyCiL"’'Uine :
^ tertained this is one of the
busy! Alth,0Ugh no, many record fish Gallant,
c f
0
Crites,
.... -... i Furbish, Mrs. E. P. McCard; aprons, PJaC8S ia th*
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The ladies added over $160 to their week a 4-poumd trout, a 6-poumd salrf
is the best oil he has ever made.
Conn., with Natt Ellis guide, just he- Hinkley,
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bank account as the result of their mon amd one 3% pound.
W. W. Walker of Hartford,, Conn., fore returning home caught a 3%
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Or.s Thing After Another.
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the NYOIL on everything
the church money was collected. The all directions in the steamboat, Wm.
This year’s sweet girl graduate is
where a light oil is needed. It pre
Umpire, I. E. Nile.
chartered, has next year's gay debutante and the
weather was very favorable a.nd muo Frye which he bias
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
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were
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Sportsmen, use it liberally on
3 pounds, 5 ounces; 41/4 pounds,, and Louisville Courier-Journal. '
yonr firearms and your rod. You will
Our Printing Department for Years
3>4 pounds. ' •
____________________
find it by far the best. Hardware and
Recuperation—there is not so much
Has
Made a Specialty of
Camp
Master Eliot G. Farrington o f 1 Whenever you write to onp of ou»
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
in the ordinary vacation as there is
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 e. and
Yonkers,
N.
Y.,
brought
to
n©t
a
good
advertisers,
don’t
forget
to
mentjor
Printing.
W
e
Know
Just
W
hat
in a single bottle of Hood’s Sarsapar
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by
his Maine Woods.
It is important tc You Want.
Send to Us for Samp
illa, which refreshes the
tired fighter 314-pound salmon and
W M . F. NYE,
blood, sharpens the dulled appetite, brother, Stephen Farrington one 3% yon to do so; Important to us and les and Prices.
We guarantee Sat
the advertiser naturally wants to
pounds.
restores
the
lost
courage.
Take
isfaction.
N e w B e d fo rd , M ass.
Harry F. Allen of Norwood, Mass., know where you found his name.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla this summer.
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IN CAMP BIRCHESIN-THE-PINES

family,
liant plays.
Earlier in the (week two1Brooks, Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Walton, Brooklyn; J. P. Storm and
teams of young ladies contended i Miss Emma Walton, Mr. and Mrs. H. Miss Pickliardt, Miss E. Pickhardt,,
under the names of White Sox andj S. Prentiss Nichols, Miss F. Hender Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Tyson, J. J. O’
WalMr. Brien, E. C Benjamin, G. H.
Red Sox, the Red Sox winning 30 to son, Dr and Mrs. L. B. Posey,
Clarence G.
17, and the crowd of spectators find and Mrs. MacOwen, Overbrook; Mr. bridge, Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. James K. Clare and family Freund, Mr. and Mrs. J. E. R. Carpec*,
Philadelphia, August 10.
ing much amusement.
Ardmore;
Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Row ter, A. E. Pidgeon, H. R. Tompkins*,' To the Editor of Maine Woods:
Some Record Breaking On the The fishing honor of the' week
goes to Mrs. Thomas L. Friant, Gran land, W. C. Rowland Jr, Frankford; Mrs. Frederick Billings, Miss A. C. Enclosed please find $2.00 to pay
Golf Links— Visit Boys’ Camp.
Rapids, Mich., who got one of the Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Kerrigan, Mr. Northrop, Chas. W. Danforth of Man- my subscription to July 15th., 1015.
season’s finest, a seven pound sal Dwight D. Wiman, Mr. C. M. Smith, hattah; Mr. and Mrs. Chas. R. Wiers Your paper is always welcome.
It
Kineo, Me., Saturday—failin g par mon.
Mr. A. S. Elliott exhibited Mr. C. Von Helmuth,, Mr. and Mrs. Buffalo; Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Eastman, is like a refreshing breath from the
ties beneath a rare August moon, the best string, over forty trout C. G. Friend), Mr. John L. Martin Mr. and Mrs. Geo S. Tracy, Burling- pine woods, the next best thing to
and family, Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Hart, Newark; Mrs. J. B. Stephens, Miss being on the ground.
numerous social diversions, keen com caught in West Branch.
The lxeat here
Mabel E. Stephen^, Master James B. is endured by the
petition in all the sports, and excep
anticipation of
The following young men from New Mrs. J. M. Wilbur, Mrs. W. C. Ferg
tional activity in the many outdoor York are among the summer sojourn uson, Mr. George Selimelzel, Mrs. Stephens, Jr., Montclair, N. J., W. L. soon being in our camp Bircbes-ip-theChrisman, Joseph P. Rogers, T. O. Pine on Lovell pond for which de
pastimes, have made notable Aug ers at camp Wildwood,
the boys Henry Clay Palmer, Miss Palmer,
Leary, Trevanion B. Dalis and fam lightful spot ive start in our automo
Mr.
C.
R.
Gardner
of
New
York;
ust’s first week at this popular place. camp near Sandbar,
Wendall W.
ily, Thomas R. Powell, Mr. and Mrs. bile on the 18th.
Judge
and
Mrs.
Julian
Mack,
Chic
Commodor e and Mrs. Arthur B. Brown, Howard M. LeSourd, Whitney
J.
C. Rogers, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles
ago;
Dr.
and
Mrs.
G.
H.
Sexsmith,
Waring of New York entertained Hodgman, Wm. E. Barker Jr., and
Yours truly,
Mr.
Bayonne, N. J.; Judge George G. L, Dexter, Miss Doris Dexter,
one of the season’s merriest parties Stephen Conger.
S. W. Evans.
on board their yacht, Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Katherine Potter of
East Leverett, Mr. John Reding, Boston; and Mrs. Frederick McOwen, F. T.
C. A. Conklin, Atlanta, Ga.; Mr. and Orange is a guest at the Kineo cot Mr. and Mrs. F. A. E. Cott and fam Chandler, Jr., of Philadelphia.
YOUNo
FAW N
AT
THE
FIS H
Mrs. Thomas Friant, Grand Rapids, tage of the Sheafer's of Pottsville, ily, Englewood, N. J.; Dr. and Mrs.
H A T C H E R Y GROUNDS, BEING
P.
Hofmani,
Jersey
City;
Mr.
and
Micih.; Mrs. C. A. Judkins, Kineo; Pa.
RAISED.
Mr. John Reding, Boston; Mrs. N.
The following young men are a- Mrs. Raymond Greene, Passaic, N.
W. Halsey, Mr. Lionel Allyn, Col. mong the seventy at camp Wildwood, J.; Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Torrence,
A pretty sight to a lover of Wild
and Mrs. Louis W. Stotesbury of the boys’ camp near Sandbar Is Morristown, N. J.
animals
is the young fawn at the
New York, being their guests. Camp land:
Chelsea L. Bailey, Boston;
Auburn Fish Hatchery and Superin
fire dinner ashore and dancing furn Phillip Hasseltine,. Winchester Keith,
This is a season of record breaking.
Attean Camps,, Jackman, Me.,—As tendent John Stanley is as careful
ished pleasure.
H. Glenn Powning, A.
Whitney Twice the 18 hole golf record has been
the
season progresses
our
Bow of the little animal as Mr. and Mrs.
At their pleasant camp near Soca- Rhodes, William Stearns, Henry P. shattered on the Kineo links, and now
Sun.
trip
is
gaining
favor;
and
for Deer are, says the Lewiston
Tazzard,
Prescott
Cummer
of
Brook
tean Stream, Mrs. Geo. Nye, Jr., and
comes a new mark on the rifle range.
and
real camp sport The little spotted fellow is now sev
her son, Robert Nye of Springfield, line; Richard Hastings, Harold G. For several years James K. Clarke of an outing
hasn’t
a
peer
in this sec eral weeks old and unlike the older
Mass., had as guests for the day Allen, Milton, Mass.; Ralph Brown, Philadelphia and John Reilly, Jr., of it
The two older
tion
of
Maine.
All
along the deer is rather shy.
New
York
have
been
tied
for
high
No.
Scituate;
Forbes
Getty,
Winthrop
Miss Clarice Paterson, Miss Ellen
there ones which are now two years of
Cott, Miss Esther Cott,
Mr. Paul Palmer, Winchester; Carrath Chap score at 84; Monday Charles M. Clark line of 40 miles of river
one age have become very tame and fol-.
Feuchtawanger of New York,
and in,, Malden; Barron Brainard, Wil- of New York in competition shot 87, are comfortable campst, and
Mr. Howard Rowland of Philadelphia. liamstown; Henry R. Frost, Dor breaking all previous records for the never gets tired of the early morn low Mr. Stanley about the enclosure
The journey to and from Kineo was chester; Leroy M. Gardner, Provid range. Two of Mr. Clark’s other tar ing plunge, and then a breakfast of and like to eat out of his hands.
They are very fond of new milk
gets registered 82 apiece, making the trout, broiled to a turn over
live
made in the Nye’s fast boat, the ence.
As a rule deer mate in
Arrivals at the Mt. Kineo House: finest score ever made on the Hillside coals as only a Maine guide knows for a diet.
Blitzen.
how to broil them.
Then,
home December and the young are born
For the second time this summer Mr. Leon Colliver, Miss Estelle B. range, 247 for three targets.
Prizes given by Robert Nye of for the canoe and a side trip to some about the first of June.
More often
the 18 hole amateur record on Kin- Cheney, Mr. L. E. Demelman, Mr. W .
Springfield, Mass., resulted in two in pond or stream where the speckled the doe gives birth to two.
The
eo’s links has been broken. In a W. Demelman, Mr. Edward M. Hurl
teresting motor boat races under Yacht beauties are only waiting for
the buck’s horns at the hatchery are now
medal play contest John Hutchins of ey, Mr. W. M. Hurley, Dr. G. Nor
club auspices. The first, a five-mile fly.
We have a party of ladies, covered with velvet which it is ex
Boston made 73, cutting 3 strokes! man, Miss M. A. Maloney, Miss Pyhandicap, was won by the Snipe, owned Mrs Charles James and Miss Clith- pected he will shed this fall as two
from the score of Mr. Geo. E. Mar rus Griffin, Mrs. J. T. Norman, Geo.
by Thomas Friant of Grand Rapids,
cus of New York who finished in 76. V. Leverett, of Boston; Mr, and Mrs. Mich.; the second, a bang and return, ers, Brooklyn, Mass., Miss Esther years is the customary time for them
Mr. E. T. Wilson of Plainfield, N. J<, H. H. Towle* Portland; Mr. and Mrs. went to the Clematis, belonging to the Conant, Duxbury, Mass.; Miss Ethel to do so.
Hobart, Plymouth, Mass., who have
also came under the old record with F. H. Putnam, Miss Virginia Jennis- Sheafers of Pottsville, Pa.
just completed the trip. They have P A R TY T A K E S T R IP ACROSS T H E
on,
Lowell;
Mr.
and
Mrs.
L.
B.
Ren
75, and won low net cup.
E.
S. Kinley of Philadelphia and
The handsome prize offered by S. frew, Master Alan S. Renfrew, Hav Clinton Sheafer of Pottsville came lots of stories to tell of th,e scenery,
L IN E .
Colburn through a field of 12 young men in a the wild flowers game and wild fowl
A. York of New Haven went to erhill; Mr. Clarence W.
Commodore Waring’s yacht, Ioneta, Fitchburg; Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Hor fine tennis singles tournament; in the they have seen, and the culinary a(Continued from page three).
bility of our guides.
Their
only weeks with his wife and son.
in the weekly power boat race of ton, Providence; Mrs. F. E. Guern finals young Kinley won.
The flag is again flying at Camp
the Mooseliead Lake Yacht Club. sey, Mr. Sampson Guernsey, Dover),
In the weekly baseball game Kineo complaint was that their time was
The latest arrivals Houghton on the pBint as Mrs. E. C.
Second trophy, given by Henry Shea- iMe.; Mr. A. W. Dodge, Mr. W. C easily defeated Camp Wildwood 11 to 4. all too short.
Rev. and Mrs. J. H. Dennison, Ashton and sons, Robert and Henry
fer of Pottsville, Pa., was won by the Logie, Bangor; Mr. Nathan H. Davis A girls’ game between teams dubbed are:
for
Blitezn, owned by Robert Nye of and family, Mr. and Mrs. Chas. G White Sox and Red Sox drew the sea Williamstowu, Mass.; P. T. Coolidge. Ashton of Boston have arrived
Springfield.
Butterworth, Miss Butterwortli, Mr. son’s largest crowd, the White Sox Gorham, N. H.; IMr. and Mrs. E. T. their annual stay.
One young lady from Redmund, Boston, M ass- Miss L.
A. Warren Clapp of East Braintree,
Mr. and winning.
Kineo defeated Camp Wildwood in and Mrs. Geo. A. Reach,
Worcester
made
two home runs to the B. Raynes, Bangou. Me.; Miss M. L. Mass., who lias been coming here for
the best game of the season on the Mrs. Chas. E. Schmidt, Miss Rebecca
Kineo diamond, the score being 7 to Millney NewlialL, Mrs. Jas. H. Brooks, delight of the fans. The strong Guil Judd, Alton, 111.; Dr. and Mrs. Chas. a number of years, arrived on Satur
Tuttle, New Haven, Conn.; Mr. and day.
6, and the contest abounding in bril Miss Margeret Brooks, Miss Dorothy ford team meets Kineo next.
A distinguished party visited Camp Mrs. M. S. Meesler and family, Pitts
The following party, Dr. F.
A.
Wildwood during the week, the boys’ burgh, Pa.
Hayden, Dr. E. S. Bennett, H. L.
summer camp near Sandbar Island, and
Eagle Lake Camps, Eagle Lake;, Welch and James Cameron, the first
witnessed the morning program of wat Me.,— Moose, bear, deer and
par of the week, made a trip to Kenneer sports. In the group were Lieuten tridges are seen every day by the
bago, where they had excellent fly
ant Commander L. R. Sargent of the guests at these camps.
The fishing fishing.
U. S. Navy, Major Henry Meyer (re is improving every day to the great
E. A. Finger is a New Yorker, who
tired) of the U. S, Army; Dr. Louis P. joy of the guests at these camps.
for the first time is spending vaca
Posey, one of Philadelphia’s most emi The following are registered:
Mr. tion days at this hotel.
nent physician’s; Commodore Arthur
and Mrs. S. T. Titus, New York;
Mr. and Mrs. H.W. Laird and eon
B. Waring, George E. Cooley, New
Mr. J. W. Townsend, Mr. J. Ed. Everett of East Orange, N. Y.t who
York; Lyman B. Goff, Pawtucket, R.
Townsend, Mr. W. I. Harrold, Mr. this summer have been traveling in
I .; Jno. C. Cook and James L. Cook of
p ,.
Sloper, Europe, but had the good fortune to
Springfield, 111.; John Reding, Boston. F. E. Jackson, Mr. W. T.
tA
S’"' —A
D. reach New York a few days before
-v v y .
. Mrs. J. W. McIntyre of Newton, Mrs. H. T Lindenberg, Mr. A.
Francis,
Mrs.
Louise
SchuseL,
Mr.
war was declared, came to-day for a
Mass, has been joined by her son, A. R.
Mr.
McIntyre at Kineo. They will take the F. Schussel, New York, Mr. W. P. short stay with their friends,
L'-v
Allegash trip of three weeks, returning Patterson, Richmond. Va.; Miss Kath- and Mrs. E. S. Kimberly of New
leen, Sterling, Augusta, Me.; Mr. E. Haven, Conn., who are here for the
for September.
Mr. B. season.
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. White of Cleve B. Peirce, Lowell, Mass.;
Light, tender, m outh-m elting
land, Ohio, who are at the Mt. Kineo Hand, Woodstock, N. B.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Willetts of
kind that you are proud to serve,
for August, have two interesting sons
Katalidin View Camps, Norcross, Flushing, N. J., have received
a
at Camp Wildwood, W. K. White and Me.,—The following guests are reg letter from their daughter,
Miss
it is just
cake you stirred up
R. H. White, Jr.
istered at these camps: Mr. and Mrs. Eliza telling of her safe arrival in
family or
splendid big
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. R. Carpenter and Wm. C. Hill, Springfield, Mass.; Mr. London where with a party of friends
daughter, Miss Marion of New York, and Mrs. T. M. B. Nichols, New she is having a most pleasant stay
the birthday party.
were welcomed back this week. They York; Mr. P. E. Warner, Philadel
and expects to reach here by the
W onderful for pastry, too, and just as good
came directly from Germany, just es phia; Dr. and Mrs. Beyant, New Havfirst of Septemebr.
for biscuits, hot rolls and bread.
caping the outbreak of the war.
eni. Conn.; Mr. Warren A. Reed
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Staples of Bos and son Clarence, Brockton, Mass.;
Goes farther—a help in household economy
ton, manager of the Touraine, have Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Kent, Cambridge).
—because it is milled by a special process
spent a pleasant week at Kineo.
Mass.; L. E. Eastman, Portland, Me.;
from Ohio Red W inter W heat.
Mrs. Henry Clay Palmer, the Misses
Mr. A. B. Tyler, Boston; Mrs. H. G.
Your grocer will have it. Good grocers like
G. C. Leibert, H. M. Leibert, Lillian
Dyartj Miss Dorthy and Master Otis,
Palmer, Mr. and Mrs. George E. Cooley
Washington, D. C.
They are all
and Lionel Allyn of New York, made a
They
having
the
best
of
fishing
and the should be remedied at once.
party recently, enjoying camp dinner
debilitate the system—pave the way
camps
are
filling
fast.
at Fox Camp and a sail to the beauty
for dangerous Ills.
c. h . M cK e n z i e t r a d i n g c o ., P h i l l i p s , M a i n e .
spots about the big lake.
For 60 years, “ L. F.” 1 Atwood’s
PRO SECUTIO NS REPORTED
The family o f Mr. and Mrs. R. E.
Medicine has effectively
arrested
Jennings
of
Jersey
City,
including
Miss
. Catches by the neck or body in
The
following
prosecutions
have
these
ailments.
It
never
fails
to
stead of the feet, killing instantly
M. L. Jennings and John Arthur Jen
without injuring the pelt. A hu
as Miss
nings, have opened the Steele cottage been reported to the office of the afford complete relief,
mane feature that is very com
State Commission of Inland Fisheries Knowles here testifies:
mendable; B E SID E S IT S A V E S
for the remainder of the season.
E V E R Y FUR FOR TH E T R A P 
PER . The only trap ever con
Henry Feuchtwanger of New York and Game:
Hampden Highlands, Me.:
structed with a D OUBLE T R IP
Game Wardnes F. E. Jorgenson of
has joined his family at their cottage.
AC T IQ N , a bait trigger and a foot
“ Have used the "L. F.” Atwood’s
pedal trip. An ideal trap for sav
In the Feuchtwanger party are Paul Marsardis and M. P. Murphy of Ox
ing furs of mink, skunk, “ coon” ,
Medicine lor many years, I can say
etc. There is no escape, the trap
bow
have
reported
the
payment
of
a
Feuchtwanger, Mrs. Henry Feuchtwan
per gets every pelt.
ger, Mr. and Mrs. Austin J. Feucht fine of $40 by Eugene Nolin of Sheri- we have never known them to fail
H I fUl C brings illustrated Guide
of producing satisfactory results in
U I 'll L giving the first time in
wanger and Mrs. Richard Decker. Mrs. den for killing and having in posses
print the treasured secrets of the
colds, headaches, biliousness,
etc.,
A. J., who was Miss Toyo Murai, and sion a deer in closed season, Aug.
wisest old trappers in this country.
when
used
according
to
directions.”
I t’s worth dollars to you.
Mrs. Decker, who was Miss Aline 11.
(Signed) Ivy M. Knowles.
Feuchtwanger, have always been pop
The same wardens also reported
ular members of the younger Kineo set. the payment of a fine of $40 and
It’s easier to prevent illness than
Among recent arrivals at the Mt. costs by C. B. Hayward of
West to restore health.
Get YOUR bottle
Kineo are Mr. E. M. Dollin, Mrs. S. Orange, N. J., for camping
and NOW, from any dealer.
Livingston and family, Mrs.
Henry kindling fires on wild lands while Big Bottle— 35 cents— Sample FREE.
TRAPSES’ SUPPLY GO,,
Bo* W,
OAR PARK, ILL.
Lahreg, Miss B. Fennell, > Mr. and fishing without being in charge of a
“ L. F.” MEDICINE CO., Portland,
Mrs. J. W. Johnson and family of licensed guide, as the law requires.
Me.
4

MUCH SOCIAL
LIFE AT KINEO
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Makes Cakes Like This!
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cake, the
whether
for the
rich one for
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NOTES FROM
AN ANGLER
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for about an hour:. I have done it;
and I have lost one great big over
grown freight car in just that way. I
suffered a relapse and a month after
that crept down to the lakes a most
humble and self-taught being, a fixed
(By Robert Page Lincoln)
determination glowing like a fiery orb
I do not know but that I have a sort in the realm of my understanding.
A clincher gaff is a mighty available
of a brotherly regard for the festive,
pugnacious, mettlesome pickerel; a thing whether you fish for large pick
common, worthless little brute you erel, muscallonge or northern pike.
wil say, no doubt, but then again, sir, But the greatest standby of them all
there is always the possibility that you is the simple, yet mightily adequate
will run into just the sort of a pickerel pistol, and the Stevens is a wonderful
that will put up a fight for his future addition to the piscatorial parapherna
existence that may change your opin lia. Do not listen to the proposition
ion.
I refer, not to an undersized of a club. If you ever hear anyone
specimen of this dominant contingent, say that they have clubbed a fish to
but to a fifteen, eighteen, twenty or death, hunt them up, and look them
twenty-five pounder. At once, Pisca- right in the eyes, and perhaps they
tor, you will say: well that indeed is will admit something different.
What are those back-teeth in the
quite a different proposition. It reall;
is, now come to think of it.
It is a mouth of a muscallonge for anyway.
common heresy to associate all pickere. Are they there to keep things that
fishing with the wee little grass snakes have gone into the capacious maw from
coming out again; or just what do they
or two, three and four pounds.
But listen now: when they do run serve in doing? The fourteen and a
to a large size, does it not seem as half pound musky my friend, the
sport to capture such a fellow on light president of the wholesale house in
tackle.
My friend the veteran, ob Sioux City, tried to lift out^ of the
durate, stubborn, self-conclusive still- waters of Lake Emma in northern
fisherman tells me with much gusto Minnesota here in June certainly gave
that such large fish are not pickerel at him something in the way of scratches
that did not look very good. By the
all but muscallonge; and another out
inclusion
of a clincher gaff, or a pistol,
door neighborhood light has named
this could have easily been gotten
them great northern pike, but then be
around.
ing a wizard I know very well that
In landing any large fish on light
they are just large pickerel. I do not
know just why.
Probably it is be tackle one must do a lot of lively in
cause in these lower Minnesota lakes rowing. It takes keenness, ingenuity
there are no such things as great and extreme patience to do it, and if
northern pike; and I could tell a mus you land your fish you have don?
callonge two blocks away.
However, something that very few can do and do
sometimes the village wiseacres must well. For light tackle you use some
have their swing and their elation up thing like a Heddon two dollar rod, or
on pffering this needed knowledge something even more fragile; the more
really does them a lot of good, more fragile the greater the chance of the
than it would the present humble, in fish snapping it off. An ordinary bait
conspicuous scribe.
Right after the casting line tested to twelve pounds
spawning days the pickerel always are will give a large-sized fish more than
in a striking mood. But toward the a chance of getting away, and the
latter part of June their native energy sporting proposition must always be
But (no matter what you
and lively pugnaciousness begins to cultured.
use,
heavy
tackle or light tackle, you
wilt and then you cannot get them at
need always an appreciable lure, and
all.
the spoon hook has more allurement
Along in July, and in August, and
contained in its glittering length than
way up till freeze-up, big fellows may
all others put together.
A singular
be gotten if you know where to go for
phase in this spoon hook proposition
them.
Show me a sand-bar step-off
is that some certain one will take,
and I know just where to troll for
while all others will be scoffed at.
them.
And I know practically to a
Especially so in the instance of the
certainty where those big fellows lie
muscallonge. Northward in Minnesota
in wait for their prey. I may go days
they use the Skinner spoon entirely,
without a strike, but I figure that in
and an oddity of it was presented to
the final I will have the big fellow I
me this summer where the size foui
am looking- for and directly my satis
and three-quarters Skinner proved the
faction reaches the pinnacle of its
very best for muskies; and consider
ecstacy.
the very small size of it at that. A too
No sport in landing a large pickerel? large spoon it will seem is unattrac
Well, I do not know; it depends upon tive; a tandem spoon likewise; while
how you land him.
The handline the small, single spoon is the luie
brings home the bacon shortly, and par excellence.
The more red on a
with no bothersome frills and furbishes hook the better; and by hooking on
about it. But then, take a light bam streamers of red flannel you invite
boo rod, and have only a bait line, many a stolid fighter, battle-scarrco
and jump into the traces of a sport and hook-warped.
Northward the;ing proposition that even the Light catch a mighty lot of undersized musk
Weight Tackle Club at Catalina might ies and they throw them back. If they
awake out of their inertia with a start. are super-civilized and non-taking
Some big pickerel are sleepy, unam there is a reason for it.
Ten small
bitious dotards.
I will admit it.
I ones take a lure to one over legal size.
have caught ten pounders on sunfish The legal size for muskies is thirt;
hooks, and have landed them without inches.- Under that you throw them
much liveliness.
You can pull him in.
right up to the boat and if you sit real
A live frog or pork rind, with
still you can reach over and easily in
streamers of red flannel always prove
sert your fingers through the gills and
enticing for either muskies or pickerel.
lift him in; but move around in the
But the spoon is the thing; and gen
boat and directly he
will
start
erally the gang behind, to the single
something. Look out. From then on
hook is preferable for reasons easily
you fight every inch of the way. If understood. In fishing for pickerel in
you had thus captured a large pickerel the latter part of the summer you fish
for instance and you had light tackle rather deep oft' of the sand-bars; off
say, and you had brought a Stevens juttings of land; and along the edge
pistol along to shoot him with, anci of the weed beds where they still per
you had finally gotten, him within sist in hanging out in great numbers.
shooting distance, would you then Fishing for both pickerel and bass
shoot him, or would you, in the name ceases to be a thing of reality with
of the greater sportsmanship shoo some fishermen about the time that
him a*way so that you ‘might fight him August quits the calendar. They will
then stay away from the lakes, proper
ly having absorbed all of the hoi.
M A P S OF M A IN E
weather and few fish.
Give me the
RESORTS A N D ROADS pleasant days of September and Octo
ber for my fishing and we will always
Maine Woods has frequent inquiries lie on
speaking
acquaintanceship.
for maps of the fishing regions of the
«tate, etc. We can furnish the follow These days of autumn cannot be
equalled.
I will forego the pleasures
ing maps:
Franklin County
$ .50 of early spuing angling. 1 will leave
Somerset County
.50 all its lures and enchantments to the
Oxford County
.50
Piscataquis County
t .50 greater enthusiasts, but for me, give
Aroostook County
' .50 me the bright and finely colored days o,.
Washington County
.50 autumn for a little bit of a closer in
Outing map of Maine, 20x35 in
1.00 spection. The bass will then be com
Geological map of Maine
.**5
R. R. map of Mairte
.35 ing into the shallows and they hang
Androscoggin County
.35 around the shores with a persistency
Cumberland County
.35 that cannot but lure out the man with
Hancock County
.50 the rod.' There will now be a chance
Kennebec County
*
. 35
Knox County
.35 to procure all the fishing frogs one
Lincoln and SagadahocCounties
.35 has a desire to use, and they are cer
Penobscot County
,5q tainly a size of the best. But do not
Waldo County
.3o fail to try out the underwater artific
York County
.35
ials. Where they come in a small size,
J. W BRACKETT CO., not too full of hooks, they are certain
to be given extra consideration—and
Phillips
Maine. ly
for my part I would not miss the
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bucktail combination, South Bend Min
now, the one of rainbow effect; nut
would I leave the same small-bodied,
single-trailer gang,
brown-cracked
back Dowagaiac at home.
Both of
these baits I will use this fall, along
with the live bait, for I know they will
work this year just as they worked
last.
Autumnal bass and pickerel fishing
has all the earmarks of being- the sport
par excellence. You have escaped the
severe heats of the July and August
days. The nights are cooler.
The
days have a sweetness to them that
permeate one through and through.
There is no discomfort felt in rowing
over the waters, and with that gor
geous display of autumnal finery evi
denced on every side, no more fas
cinating combination is thinkable. You
will find that way into tlate October,
the bass will bite with avidity. In
truth it is sometimes amazing. Days
there are, when, with the exercise of
careful ingenuity I have brought in
as high as fifteen good bass out of
civilized 'waters.
It need hardly be
added that the same points must be
recognized' in bass fishing in autumn
as earlier in the season. Extreme
cautiousness must at intervals b$ ex
ercised, for the fish are always on
the watch, and may get afraid. The
man rowing a water-disturbing boat,
who casts his lure into the weeds with
the sound of a loud-falling brick can
not hope to have the success of his
fellow, who drifts into good fishing
waters with barely one sound.
Years of experience has taught me
that all of fishing is not the mere act
of casting a hook. I have learned that
fish are not the fools that mortals take
them to be, and that there are some
fish that cannot be circumvented by
an idle notion, if at all.
In casting for bass and for pickerel,
the weedless hook, provided with a
spinner or two cannot but help to
make your cast more attractive, since
the sun, falling upon these blades
sends a silvery glittery for a great dis
tance, thus serving to call in the fish.
There were many years before I be
came reconciled to their use, believing
them worthless as tackle-box addi
tions. But, using them, I found that
they were all that was claimed for
them, and since then I have always
had several specimens handy in my
paraphernalia.
The usual weedless hook has two or
so advancing contrivances! that serve
to keep the weeds away. The only
fault that I have to find with them
is that they are too stiff, and they do
not yield well enough to the snap of
the striking fish. The best weedless
hook I have ever used is the well
known Hunter Weedless,—in fact I
now use no other than these for I
have found them unequalled. In the
first place, two wires serve as weed
guards. They are rriade of excellent
material, and after having used one
a whole summer I still find it ready
for another year’s work. These wires
are of a material that allows of a give
to it, and yet so easily do they spring
back that there is hardly a miss in
ten strikes. I think if a few more
fishermen would inspect their hooks,
they would get practically more fish.
Always look your hooks over before
going out on a trip. They may be
dull, and dull hooks often cause the
loss of a good fish. Run the file over
the point a few times and it will be
all right again.
In the autumnal months you will
find the bass taking bait the best along
in the evening hours. They will then
haunt those quiet, mirrorlike bays, and
coves, and beside all variety of ob
structions, in the water. Here, if you

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.
Opposite State House, Boston, Mass.

Offers room with hot and
cold water for $1.00 per day
and up, which includes free
use of public shower baths.
Nothing

to

Equal

This in New England

Rooms with private baths
for $1.50 per day and up;
suites of two rooms and bath
for $4.00 per day and up.

ABSOLUTELY FIEEPROOF
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
Send for Booklet
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|car from their home in New York,
BIRTHDAYS
I the following party who are greatlife are now spending
CELEBRATED ! lysomeenjoying
time here: Mr. and Mrs. W.
D. Hanford, Miss Louise
|Cortland Taylor.

Mr. and Mrs. Hinds Entertain Par
ty at Lunch Island.
(Special Correspondence)

Cox

and

After a week’s stay, Mr. and Mrs.
James W. Coburn and daughter, Ag
nes* of Portland, who came by auto
mobile started homeward today.
Coming in two automoibles, Mr.
and Mrs. O. B. Ingells of Pejepscot and Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Cross
man and son,, Leonard, of Lisbon
™o11„
^
,
Falls are here for a ten days’ fishing trip.

Bald Mountain Camps, Mooselookmeguntlc Lake* Aug. 15.—With every
camp taken, the guides’ house full,
on* more automobile than can be put
into the garage for over night, Bald
Mountain Camps are now entertain The guests keep busy these days
to
ing more guests than ever
before with picnic parties, excursions
Rangeley,, camping trips, a day up
since they were first opened to the
dinner
public in 18S8. and as happy, merry, Cupsuptic where they cook
out
in
the
open,
fishing,
climbing
a company as can be found at any
Bald Mountain, a ride to the farm,
camp in Maine.
On Friday evening the birthday of etc. The days now until September
will find a large party in camp.
two popular young ladies, Miss Flor
ence Bodell of Providence, R. I., and
Miss Kathryn Flint of North Attle
boro, Mass., were very appropriately
remembered.
In the afternoon the
young folks got busy, and after an
hour in the woods where they gath
ered evergreens and flowers, they!
changed the big office by decorating| W est Carry Pond Camps Worthy
it handsomely, into a ball room forj
of All Praise.
the occasion and the huge bouquetj
of Richmond roses on the piano add-j
ed to the beauty of the room. The)
New York,, August 11.
guests and people from the cottages!
To
the
Editor
of Maine Woods;
nearby were invited.
Miss Bodell!
Your
little
reminder
is at hand
and Miss Flint both gowned in whited
received the guests who offered con-! and I take great pleasure in engratulations for many happy returns! closing herewith $2.00 to cover my
I de
of the day. Until a late hour there subscription to March, 1916.
was music and dancing.
Refresh rive a good deal of pleasure from
ments of punch and fancy crackers reading the Maine Woods and, al
were served by Dr. and Mrs. Flint. though I don’t get to Maine as often
A host of friends unite in good wish- as I would likq, I am somewhat com
es and hope these charming young Pensated by reading your paper,
ladies will again pass life’s
mile-j
I have been intending to
write
stone here at Bald Mountain Camps,
you about my last trip to Maine.
On Thursday Mr. and Mrs. A. S.| Never having been there for the
Hinds, who are entertaining as| early fishing I decided to doso this
guests, Mrs. James Segler of Mexico, year. I spent about the first ten
and Mr. and Mrs. Connery of Texas, days of June with Mr. Rufus Taylor,
gave an allday picnic, inviting Dr. that Prince of Hosts, at his camp
and Mrs. E. G. Flint and daugh- on West Carry Pond, and I am
ter. In the morning by motor b o a t ; frank to say I never spent as enwith three guides the party went joyable time fishing as I did while
over to Lunch Island. The day be there. In West Carry,, Middle Carry
fore they went fishing up to Quimby and the three Otter ponds a fish
pond, catching all the trout the law ennan is sure to get trout, the larallow^, which with other good things S66*, of course, being in West Carry,
that the guides cooked, were served; where we got square tails up to
for a feast such as not even a
and 3 pounds, and plenty of
French chef can cook. In the after- la^Q trout, the largest one caught
being
seven
noon all played hall and then sailed| "while I was there
around the lake returning in time pounds by a doctor from Skowhegan.
for supper, voting it had been a red One evening I hooked a salmon at
7.30 on a No. 8 Professor fly, and it
letter day down in Maine.
Hon. Geo. D. Bisbee is now with took me until 8.40 before I got him
the
prettiesthis son, Stanley Bisbee at Oxford to the net, one of
Bear Camp. Mrs. Bisbee has this pluckiest fights I have ever had
week caught a 5%-pound salmon, the with a fish that weighed only 3y2

MAINE WOODS
GIVES PLEASURE

mate to the one her husband landed pauD^s'
Just a few words for the
West
last week and their son, Stanley,
Carry Pond Camps. There may be
two that weighed 4 pounds.
Mrs. A. L. Salt and son,
Lloyd places in Maine where larger fish
'Salt of SummiV N. J., who spent may he found and caught,, but I
many seasons here, but now have a doubt if there are camps in the
firfe camp of their own on Umhagog |state where more comfort, rest* real
Lake spent Friday here where they, service and attention can be had
received a most cordial welcome than right there and, as for the
eating, I never had as good at any
from old friends.
Rev. P. E. Wilmot, pastor of the place in the woods as Mrs. Adams
Baptist church in Wayne, Penn., ac served out to us. Of all the pastry
companied by Mrs. Wilmoth who has cooks I have known of she takes
been spending some time at Clear the blue ribbon. As for fishing, if
water pond, arrived Saturday and one is fortunate enough to have Ruf
have taken the Wigwam camp for us. or his brother Percy, as his
guide, I guarantee that they will get
August.
Coming for their first visit to the the fish. The scenery is grand\, sur
Rangeleys, Homer Boyer and brother rounded as it is by numerous moun
and wife, Mr. and Mrs.
H. L. tains and hills, with Mount Bigelow
Boyer of Boston, are greatly pleas standing out in all its grandeur, the
camps on the lake shore at the foot
ed with life here.
Misses Alta Land, Ida May Foulkei, of Round Top, all of this making a
of Brooklyn, N. Y., after a de panorama that is never tiring to
lightful trip of two weeks, regret- the lover of nature,
fully said good bye and left for home) I take pleasure in recommending
Monday.
,
Ithese camps and you are at liberty,
By the Sunday-Slight Pullman, Dr.1if you desire, to publish this letter
and
and Mrs. Flint and party of North in your paper. Rufus Taylor
Attleboro, Mass., leave for homo, his camps are worthy of all that I
having passed one of the happiest have said.
two weeks’ outing. They have had
Yours very truly,
good fishing and have a box of nice
H. N. -Flake.
ones to take home with them.
Mrs.
Flint has caught a 3*4 and a i 15pound salmon and the Doctor has
caught several that weighed
two
pounds.
Coming in a Pierce Arrow touring

F o r G uhs

are patient, and will use frogs, there
is no reason why you should not have
luck.
The beauties and fascinations of au
tumnal fishing are many, and equally
are they varied. Not only the fine ap
preciable weather, but the changing
leaves, with a multitude of colors, all
serve to make each sunshiny fishing
day a red letter in your angling his
tory.

3 tn One*’ Oil Has No Equal t
for oiling trigger, lock, every aetjon part. Does j
not dry out quickly like heavier oils, gum, harden ;
or collect dust no matter h o w lo n g g u n sta n d s.fi
“ 3 in One” cleans out the residue of burnt p o w a .t
(black or smokeless) after shooting, leaving the
barrel clean and shiny, j It actually penetrates
the pores of the metal, forming a delicate per
manent protecting coat that is absolutely j
impervious to water or weather, Nc acid.
-r-»
A test will tell. W rite for sample
bottle.
3 IN 1 OIL COMPANY
124 New St.. New York. IN. Y
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RECENT ARRIVALS
AT THE ELMWOOD

ounces and 2 pounds*, 3 ounces;
F. troduced to the guests of Lakewood
M. Tibbott of Boston caught his first camps last Saturday evening by Oz.
record from the pool a 3-pound,
6 Jones and for an hour entertained
ounce salmon.
“ Everybody
who them with wonderful clever tricks, the
casts the fly over the pool has seen “ Tood Bug orchestra” furnishing the
many a big fish hiding there, but to music.
Lake Parlin House and Gamps
Harry E. Malhoit, Geo. Ratcliff, C.
induce them to rise to the fly offer
There is one of the best parties of F. Knight R. A. Bragg, C. A.
Ma
Are delightfully situated on shore of Lake ed them is quite another thing” said young men enjoying life
here at honey, Fred W. Rowell, R. E. Green,
Parlin on direct line from Quebec to Rangeley
in C. C. Whitney, J. R. DAllion, H. E.
Lakes, popular thorough fare for autotno- I one of the fishermen who has spent Middle Dam that can be found
biles, being a distance of 122 miles each way. ,
is any Maine camp and the hoys, Oz. Martin, L. H Dresser, A. S. Fossett,
Lake Ptuhn and tne 12 out ponds in the |hours in the pool and Inis name
radius of four miles furnish the best of fly ' not yet on the record book.
Jones, his brothers, Sam, Bill Jones I. M. Pope, J. Ii. Stone, E. H. Besse,
fishing the whole season The house and ■
camps are new and have all modern conven
Plans are now being made to give and Clarence and Ramsey Van Roden E. C. MacGee, A. A. Chapman, Port
iences, such as baths, gas lights, open rock j
fireplaces, etc. The cuisine is unexcelled.
F.
a clam bake with all the “ fixins’’ with Geo. York guide,, have just re land; D. C. York, Rumford; L.
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, moun- |
camping Benson, M. F. Field, Julia S. Dolan,
next Sunday afternoon for a party of turned from a two days’
tain climbing automobiling. etc.
about 20 over on the little island in trip at Metalline Pond, where they Alice Murphy, Mr. and Mrs. Thos. A.
Jackman, Maine
H. P. McKENNEY, Proprietor,
Write for booklet.
front of the camps on Mooselookme- saw 32 deer and want to go Mullen, A. J. Branseombe, Mr. and
The boys have Mrs. H. H. Rice, Miss Bertha Small,
PIERCEPOND CAMPS. Salmon weighing up guntic Lake and this will be “ some there in October.
to 14 lbs. and trout up to 8 lbs. caught in Pierce
got the art of camping down
fine Mina E. Small, Roland W.
Small,
Pond in 1913. Best o f fly fishing in small ponds. bake” as Mr. Greenia tells it.
Send for circular and reference.
and made themselves
comfortable Boston; Leone and Laura
Lawton,
Some
people*
say
that
our
National
C.
A.
SPAU
LD
IN
G
.
Caratupk.
Maine.
RANGELEY, MAINE
gam© is losing its hold on our even if there was a thunder shower. Gardiner; C. C. Holden, White River
The G arry Pon d G am ps
people, but no one would believe One day this week they hiked it ujp Junction; Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Bliss,
will open M ay 10, 1914. Good trout
this had they been with the
Maine to tlie top of Aziscoos Mountain and Harry M. Bliss,, Wm. Clark, chauffeur
fishing and j^ood accommodations.
Woods reporter this afternoon here took a look over this part of the Chestnut Hill, Mass.; Mrs. E. C. Mer
F I S H I N C
Send for Booklet.
rill, Miss Gretcben Merrill, E.
H.
at Upper Dam.
The “ Cant Dogs” in world.
AT
HENRY J. LANE, Prop.,
Parker, Geo. L. Stevens, E. E. Rich
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Cba-s.
A.
Gould
of
this.
incident
were
a
picked
nine
of
J o h n 'e a r v i l l e 's S a m p s Carry Pond, Maine, Via Bingham, Me. ladies who played the “ Pick Poles” Balsams accompanied by Mr. and ards and wife, M. Richards, A. D.
at Spring Lake
Tyler,
nine city sports, in a high old game. Mrs. J. T. Pirie, Miss Pirie, John T. Horn, Elzie Oldham, J. L.
OTHER POND CAMPS
1. Salmon, square tailed and lake tr<jut. My camps
A re open to accommodate sportsmen for fish The men batted with on© hand and Jr., and Robt. Pirie of Lake Forest, Farmington; Mrs. A. D. Prescott, Ar
are most charmingly situated on the shores o f
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds, ing and hunting. Send for circular.
W.
M.
claimed the game wais won by the 111., came through the Notch and reg kansas City, Kansas; Dr.
purest of spring water and the table is first-elass, GEORGE H. McKENNEY, Prop.,
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen
Pierce, Washington, D. C.; Mrs. John
C&ratunk,
Me.
istered
here
Friday.
.umpire,
E.
F.
Van
Dusen,
which
is
ery and puremountainair. Hay fever and malaria
and
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
the usual cry of the defeated.
But
Prof, and Mrs. C. H. Wiswell
of MacGregor, Misses Elizabeth
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring
I suppose you are looking for some good Beer
streams and ponds are abundance o f brook trout. and Bear hmating. In 1913 I had 26 hunters at my the grandstand and bleachers
made Boston who came in June this year Emily MacGregor, Miss Gophilia GasBuekboard roads only 2-12 miles. A q ideal family camps. Som'e 60 deer were taken, a'so bear, in
summer resort. Telephone communications with 1913 35 hunters took some 69 deer and «*ear. The as much noise as the players, which returned home, having had
a most kell, Wm. D. Scanlon, So. Lincoln;
a illage and doctor. References furnished- Terms hunting grounds are handy to camp and are
Miss Gitohie,
Pittsfield; John S.
was yelling some.
W e could
see pleasant stay.
reasonable. Address fo r full particulars,
pleasant woods to hunt in The camps are handy
JOHN O AR YILLE. Flagstaff, Me.
to the railroad station, being only 15 minutes’ that the “ Cant Dogs” from
Phila-' Mr. and Mrs. S. C. Meade and son White, John E. Johnston, Indianapo
w a lk ..
Detroit,
delphia had absorbed much of Con Kenneth R. Meade of Greenwich, lis, Ind.; H. K. Conklin,
R. R. W ALKER. Prop ,
Maekamp, Maine
S A D D L E B A C K L A K E CAM PS.
In the
Mich.;
F.
C.
Shackford,
S.
T.
Cobh,
nie Mark’s knowledge*, and the New Conn., have returned for
another'
Rangeley R egion. Booklet,
Ross Schmek, C. H. Cunningham
Hem on S. Blackwell, Dallas, Maine
Yorkers tried to pull some
McGraw season.
and wife, Ruth Cunningham, Auburn;
stuff, but it did not get over
tlie
Miss Una Ballow of Philadelphia
JIM POND G A M P S
A.
H. Iloxie, C. H. Kenney,
Jos.
home plate.
The ladies were
so and Miss Katherine Nice of Ogontz,'
IN DEAD RIVER REGION.
pleased with the fairness of the um Penn., who are at Kennebago for the Steward, F. T. Thompson, Bangor;
Good fishing. Three miles buekboard
pire that this evening they called summer spent part of the week here. M. D. Merrill, Norway; L. A. Clinte,
road. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write
him to the West Camp which wasj H. W. Laird and son of Orange, N.l No. Dowell; S. T. Williams, E. Stonefor booklet.
ham; H. S. Packard and wife, Augus
M. M. GREEN & BROS.,
Ciam Bake With A ll the “ Fixins” crowded with guests and kneeling at J.K with Martin Fuller, came down ta; A. J. Branseombe, Boston;
F.
his feet the team presented him with from Haines Landing to-day for fly
Jim Pond Camps,
Eustis, Me.
H. Wiggin, H. A. Friend, W. E. Web
Looked Forward To.
a wonderful necklace.
Speeches and fishing in Pond-in-th e-river.
ber and wife, Lewiston; Mr. Whit
dancing followed and cheers were
Dr. and Mrs. L. F. Rainsford
of
ney,
Salem; Mr. and Mrs. A.
F.
given for the base ball players
at New York have greatly enjoyed a
(Special Correspondence)
Larrabee, W. Ham, Bath; Geo.
A.
Upper
Dam.
ten days’ stay in Camp
Bungalow
Upper Dam., August, 17.—Fishing
Ballard, Geo. A. Ballard, Ind.; W. E.
and a camping trip on the lake shore
M. CASTNER, Prop’r. seems to be forgotten by many of
H .
Foley, Fall River, Mass.; Mr. and
It now looks as if the
travel
the old, time anglers the past week!
Mrs. Alfred F. Cortelo,
Hartford,
Portland,
Maine
through Dixville Notch and the lakes
for there has been a merry,
jolly
Conn.;. Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W. Day,
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for crowd playing tennis getting ready
for the next six weeks would be un
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Nortlirup, Chel
Maine vacationists, tourists and sports for a tournament to be played with!
usually good.
msford, Mass.; Edwin Childs,, wife
men. All farm, dairy products, pork the guests of the Birches on Satur
and two children, Pittsfield;
JeSse
and poultry from our own farm, enabl day.
TfTfough Traffic Problem.
There is a phase of the road ques- j W. Ross, Austin Hinkley, Charles
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables,
The clock golf courses for both' the
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
Party of Boys Took Trip To M et tion which is state-wide in its applica-1 Huntoon, John Ross, Rangeley; Mr.
ladies and gentlemen are now in daily
tion. That relates to tlie through or j and Mrs. Arthur W . Morse, Belfast,
American plan. Send for circular.
use and when the players have prac
trunk
lines
which
accommodate! O. M. Vose, Madrid; C. H. Caswell,
alluc PoAd and Saw 32 Daer
through traffl c. To leave the construe-1 J. S. Brackett, Mr. and Mrs. F. N.
Camps at Long ticed a few days longer there will
tion and care of these roads in th e '
Pond.
M a n y be exciting games.
hands of local authorities must result' Beal, H. W. True, Mr. and Mrs. N.
(Special
to
Maine
Woods.)
out-lying ponds,
Mrs. F. M. Reeder of Germantown,
P. Noble, Miss Kathleen Noble, J. H.
Lakewood Camps,
Middle Dam, in uneven and inharmonious gaps, and 1
Penn., who for two weeks has been
S* C. HARDEN,
Byron, Elma L. Byron, Mrs. J. W.
Write
desultory
care,
involving
practically
a
Aug. 17.—Now is the season of the
Rangeley, Maine the guest of Mrs. Geo. F. Brown left
failure of such roads for a standard of Brackett, Miss M. E. prackett, Mr.
year when tlie travel through
the their utility.
on Friday morning for home.
Mr.
and Mrs. D. F. Field, C. L. Pierce,
chain of lakes and across the five
MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE
Brown arrived on Saturday accom
Phillips.
A N D LOG CAMPS.
mile carry to Umhagog Lake, then
A silo properly built of limestone
Heart of the Range leys. Best fishing region. panied by Mrs. Brown’s niece
and
S Decial June and September rates. Booklet.
each will be a success._________
husband, Mr. and Mrs. D.
English through the Dixville Notch is
MRS. F. B. BURNS.
day increasing and parties are com
How the Deaf Hear.
Dalian, Jr., of Philadelphia who made
Why Rice Is Thrown.
DEAD RIVER REGION
ing both ways.
Stanley
Robinson, who has been tomany friends when here last season
The meaning of throwing rice after
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
It is most pleasing to announce to
j tally deaf since be was ten years of
weddings
as
an
auspicious
sendoff
to
and
add
much
to
the
social
life
of
•particular. Maine’s ideal family vaca
the public that Henry S. Hale of the the happy couple is not far to seek. age, explains through the Scientific
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting the place.
Balsams, Dixville Notch has recently Inasmuch as rice is the most prolific j American how deaf people are conMrs. James J. Montague, two sons
section Cuisine unsurpassed.
E. F.
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PLEASANT ISLAND CAMPS

What have you for Sale or Exchange?

Someone else is sure to want it

Phillips, Maine

